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Foreword by Theresa Crabtree 

My passion in life is two-fold, first to help humans connect with their 
inner Selves, that space where they can find peace every moment, no 
matter what circumstances in which they find themselves. 

Secondly, I enjoy helping others communicate more deeply with Nature 
Spirits. Although many humans know of the existence of Be-ings in 
other Realms, most take them for granted. However, the vast majority of 
humans do not believe or know of the existence of Nature Spirits. Yet, I 
am here to attest that yes, they do exist and they wish to work with you 
in a conscious manner. 

Through eons of time, separation has occurred between the Human 
Realm and those living in other dimensions. There is a great awakening 
happening on Earth today and many are now able to peer into each 
other’s Realms and connect in ways that have been shut down to all but 
a select few. 

Wars have been fought, battles ensued and now many Wee Folks and 
Unseen Be-ings have stepped forward, laying down their swords and 
seeking a friendly alliance.  

In essence, we are all One, playing a game of hide and seek on this 
planet we call Earth. Yet, the odds of enhancing our spiritual 
development has taken a nose dive in the past few generations. As a 
result, we are on the brink of destruction, not only of life force in the 
human, animal and plant kingdom, but in the Unseen Realms as well. 

Many of us participated in creating Earth and the experiences that are 
allowed in this Realm. We have a vested interest in preserving the fragile 
ecological system and to stop the negative impact that our thoughts and 
actions have created since the Earth’s inception. 
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Members of the Devic Realm are the original co-creators of all physical 
manifestations that occur around you. Who better to ask for guidance, 
suggestions and help than those who hold the blueprints of all matter? 
You can use the guidelines in this book to ask for their assistance in any 
aspect of your life, not just gardening. 

he Devic Realm is tied in deeply with other souls such as the Ascended 
Masters, Cosmic Beings of Light and others who have never experienced 
a physical incarnation on Earth or elsewhere. This includes members of 
the Angelic Realm, Cherubim and Seraphim. You can use the same 
principles in this book to reach these Heavenly Helpers, as well. 

We are all children of God, coming from the same Source. We are made 
of the same substance, endowed with creative abilities. To create the 
world of your dreams, connect at a soul level with those who have the 
same vision. This book is designed to be used as a guide to help those 
who wish to create “Heaven on Earth,” to bring the Earth back to her 
natural pristine state, similar, if not better than what the Devas originally 
created. 

We are the ones we have waited for. What better time than now to start? 
Your Brothers and Sisters are waiting for your call. Will you take the 
initiative? If so, read on. 

Many blessings,  

Theresa Crabtree 
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Chapter One 

Message from the Devic Realm 

We wish to thank you for your interest in our Realm. In many ways we 
are like you, for we come from the same Source. As you look around 
Nature, you see our creations. Before Earth was created, we were. Many 
places existed before Earth and we were there.  

Our role is to create the physical plane. We initially existed, like you, as 
one drop of Light in the essence of Source. There came a moment when 
many chose to “descend” from Source in various stages over an 
extended period of time. Amongst us, many chose to make further 
explorations and came up with the concept of physicality. This had 
never been done before, but we excitedly set about to find a way to do 
so. 

Creation schools were set up as we came together and began the first 
experiments into individuation. At times we would create on our own, 
then join in Council to determine what we would co-create. There were 
many wonderful ideas, some which worked well and others that gave us 
much entertainment, even though they did not serve well.  

As time lapsed, it was decided to create various worlds. This gave us 
special places to experiment with our creations and to see how they 
would interact with each other. We would see something in our mind, 
then “will” it into creation. Initially, there was much chaos, similar to 
what you can expect in a class full of young children given free reign in a 
fully stocked art studio. 

Colors were selected by playing with frequencies of light. Molecules were 
created and moved about in every conceivable fashion to create 
creatures, rocks and planets. In the beginning, there was no life force in 
these creations. This came much later when worlds were established 
among the galaxies. 
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Before order was created, there was much chaos. Planets collided; 
gravity was unknown. In-breaths and out-breaths did not exist as we 
understood it when we were One with Source. Through generations, the 
creation schools became more consolidated. Some schools focused 
solely on creating planets and galaxies, devising rules that would 
diminish chaos. The creators of each physical place would decide the 
general function and properties of each individual space, such as a star or 
galaxy. 

This did not all happen in the “twinkling of an eye” as some historians 
would like to convince you. The creation period from initial Source to 
now took such an enormous amount of time in relation to your time-
space quadrant that your mind could not grasp the amount of zeroes if 
written in years. 

Our goal was not to get the deed done, but to enjoy the journey. An 
enormous amount of pleasure came during this process. Because we are 
not bound by emotions or competition, nothing was ever deemed a 
failure, although most of what was created was left at the drawing board. 

You are now living in one of the successful places that we created. This 
compilation known as Earth was created by the forces of myriads of 
Devas who came together sharing many of the facets that were 
successful in their various creations. Most of what you experience on 
Earth was first tested, used and explored on other planets and in other 
galaxies. This is one of the reasons why Star Beings from many other 
cultures are so interested in your evolution. They and we are your 
creators and predecessors.  

Do not misunderstand us to say that we are God. We, like you, are a 
fragment of original Source. Some of you remember being a starseed 
from other planets and other Realms. This does not make any of you 
more special than another. It is simply where you resided before your 
incarnation on this plane.  
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One of the unique features on Earth is for us, the creators, to enter into 
our own creation. In order to have a full experience of separation from 
Source, amnesia was chosen upon entry into this Realm. A buddy system 
was set up to be sure no soul was eternally lost in the amnesia. These are 
called “soul groups.” Members of each group filter in and out of 
lifetimes, helping each other stay on track. When a human meets a 
member of their soul group, there is a recognition. Some confuse this as 
“love” or have a feeling of déjà vu. 

There are many levels of soul groups. First, there is the inner circle 
consisting of a small number of souls who incarnate together in many 
life cycles. Then a larger group whose members come and go 
intermittently. Other groups overlap for various purposes. It is quite 
complex and would boggle the human mind. Know that you are 
connected to a myriad of souls.  

During this time of Transition, many of us in the Devic Realm have 
chosen to enter the world we created. Perhaps you are one of us? This 
galaxy is similar to the theatre. We created the stage, the playhouse, the 
backdrops, the costumes and wrote the play. We then chose to be actors, 
sometimes playing the lead role while other times portraying supporting 
actors. 

We are here now to support those who wish to experience physicality 
with remembrance of their true Source. Many of us in the Devic Realm 
have a vested interest in Earth, for we were the initial creators of all that 
you experience, both physical and non-physical. There are others of us 
who have a concern for what is happening on Earth. For you see, your 
thoughts and many of your actions affect the other worlds we have 
created.  

Many of you already understand that nuclear weaponry affects other 
places and spaces. We have permission from the Councils to assist 
humans in stopping this practice. However, even among the 
“enlightened” ones on Earth, negative thoughtforms create just as much 
chaos. Thus, we are motivated to assist any who are ready to evolve to a 
higher frequency of love and kindness.  
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The Devic Realm, through the creation schools and with the permission 
of the Councils, created everything you experience in Nature. Each 
plant, the color of the sky, every water molecule, all living beings and 
their interactions are a culmination of our life work. Throughout your 
history, many animal and plant species have evolved and disappeared. 
There are several reasons why this happens. Earth is an experimental 
laboratory. Many of the living species never interacted before and 
frankly, they did not blend well together.  

Natural catastrophic occurrences have created havoc on various species, 
such as fire, brimstone and ashes from volcanoes, comets and space 
objects crashing onto the surface of the Earth, solar flares and such. In 
some instances, human’s actions have created genetic mutations which 
has resulted in the disappearance of many species of plants, animals and 
insects, causing an imbalance. New species are appearing to help re-
balance Nature.  

Please know we do exist and look forward to deeper communication 
with you. Not only are you our family, coming from the same Source, 
but we designed the bodies and environment in which you live. We love 
you. We are you and look forward to our Integration in a future time. 
Thank you for coming to Earth to play your role and to be a part of the 
Grand Experience we call Life. 

We are proud of what we have created and excited to share what works 
with others, on Earth and beyond.   The Devas 

*  See Appendix A for a list of Garden Devas and their roles. 
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Chapter Two 

Message from the Wee Folks 

Greetings, we are here as representatives of the cultures that you 
commonly call fairies, sylphs, gnomes, leprechauns and others too 
numerous to list here. If you find it too remarkable to believe in our 
existence, then take the following advice as though we are ambassadors 
from the Seen world.  

Like animals, insects and plants, we prefer to be treated with respect and 
wish that our habitats be left undisturbed by human hands and 
machinery. Similar to human cultures, each of our cultures has a 
differing set of opinions, rules and desires. Within each culture, we are 
made up of individuals, each having free will and our own set of beliefs. 
So, when we speak to you, know that we are speaking of highest 
integrity, yet in generalizations, focusing on the good of all. For more 
information on a specific culture, choose to “tune into” our leaders or 
research authorized documents written or orally stated by our chosen 
human spokespersons.  

OUR  ROLES 
The roles of each kingdom is wide and varied. Some have specific jobs 
to perform, while others are here simply for the pleasure of living in this 
magnificent Realm. 

In the beginning when the Earth was initially formed and began the 
process of habitation of living entities, we all were united as one. There 
were no boundaries of separation such as who is better than whom. 
There were no shields of invisibility, for there were no wars or 
dissention. 

The current situation of separation came about as greed and competition 
escalated. Anger became the deciding factor in some separation 
situations. Survival was another reason for the current state of affairs. 
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It has become evident to all cultures in each of the Realms that we must 
now work together to increase the frequency on Earth or face 
annihilation and relocation to other planets. That would be a sad day for 
all of us. 

Thus, we have set aside our differences and in many instances, now 
allow humans to see us and to communicate with us in order to build 
better alliances and friendship, as we once had in the Days of Olde. 

We acknowledge the frailties and wrong-doings of our ancestors and 
those of us in existence today. We forgive and allow unconditionally the 
rights and respect due to the Human Realm and offer our hands and 
hearts in friendship, loyalty and love. 

Together we can re-create what we had initially on Earth, although it will 
never be the same since many of the flora and fauna have undergone 
tremendous changes, both in your Realm and in ours. We honor those 
who have gone before us, for their acts of courage and the integrity of 
their choices, especially to those who laid down their lives for the 
betterment of All.  

OUR  RULES 
We wish to work hand in hand with our brothers of the Human Realm, 
but many things must occur before this can be so. First, we apologize for 
the wrong-doings and animosity from those in our Realm, from our 
ancestors to modern times. It is our hope that we can put the war behind 
us and move forward together in peace. 

Second, we request that those who read this take an oath of honor to do 
all in their power to assist everyone, in all Realms living on Earth and 
beyond. This includes the lowliest of the lowly and the mightiest of the 
mighty, no matter what their agenda is. This does not mean that we wish 
for you to endorse them, but to fully recognize that each of us came 
from the same Source and one day we will return to the Oneness from 
whence we all came. What we ask is for us to reunite and to 
unconditionally love all living Beings, in all Realms. 
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Third, it is our hope that you do all you can to lessen your fears and 
belief codes that hinder you from doing what you know is right, in every 
situation. We wish that each of you has the courage and integrity to 
speak up and inform your friends, family, neighbors and governmental 
leaders in regards to issues that affect each and every one of us. 

Fourth, we hope that you will choose to be our spokesperson. We are 
unseen by many, disbelieved to exist by most, yet still have needs that 
must be met in order for us to continue to survive and thrive in our 
Realm. It matters not that you speak to others of our existence, for our 
needs are the same as yours.  

OUR  NEEDS 
Stop the unnecessary removal of trees, bushes and undergrowth. 

Stop the use of herbicides, insecticides and pesticides that choke the life 
out of all of us. 

Stop the unnecessary spraying of chemicals into the air, including 
chemtrails and factory residue. 

Stop polluting the waterways with toxins, especially those that should 
never have been created in the first place. 

Leave cloning and DNA modifications in the hands of the Devic Realm.  

Use only necessary items, which would close many factories and 
industries that create only harm. Specifically, we are referring to plastics 
and toxic waste from nuclear weaponry and power plants. 

Simplify your lives. Many have grown fat and unhealthy by using 
automated vehicles instead of working and shopping in areas they can 
walk to. 

Treat animals with kindness, whether they are your pets, work helpers or 
future meal. 

Follow your passion.  
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Walk with integrity.  

Stop idle chatter, speaking only high vibrational words of love and 
kindness. 

OUR  HOPES 
In order for all of us to survive the current onslaught of insanity that 
pervades on Earth, we must all lay down our swords and unite as one. 

There are many dark forces at work, in all Realms on Earth and beyond 
that have a dark agenda, with the goal of creating dis-harmony, dis-ease 
and chaos on Earth. Their days are numbered, yet it is up to all of us to 
work together if we wish to see the Earth continue in a healthy, physical 
form. 

It is our wish that you open your eyes and hearts to accept us as your 
brothers, choosing to work together for the betterment of All. 

Many of you who believe in us, treat us and our culture as though we are 
cutesy, flying around aimlessly all day. Although we are often portrayed 
as playful, know that we are hard at work trying to re-balance our 
mishaps, as well as those performed in other Realms, including yours. 

Fairy and Wee Folk conferences, books and articles are in abundance 
more than ever. We ask that you make good use of these events to share 
our concerns and needs with others in your Realm. We need your 
assistance. It is imperative that we work together to create balance in all 
areas of concern on Earth. 

Due to advanced technology, the ecosystem is in danger of collapse. Due 
to the advent of television and the ease of transportation, families are 
dis-connected, often scattered across the planet. You have lost your 
tribe, the power of your existence. 

Reclaim your voice in government. You have discovered that the 
majority of governments are dangerous and worthless, having enslaved 
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instead of empowering you. Restructure your governments, sit in council 
and listen to the voice of reason. 

Treat all with honor, respect and dignity. We too have learned our lesson 
and are repentant and striving towards unconditional love of all. It is our 
hope that we will unite and work together to make Earth the paradise it 
once was.  

Thank you for listening. 

The Wee Folks 
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Chapter Three 

Conducting a Garden Coning Session 

There are a myriad of ways to consciously communicate with Be-ings on 
the “Other Side of the Veil.” In this chapter, the focus is on using 
Coning Sessions to call on a specific team of Heavenly Helpers to assist 
with gardening and landscaping projects.  

Be-ings on the Other Side cannot help unless we ask for their assistance. 
To do otherwise would interfere with the Law of Free Will. Invite 
specific Heavenly Helpers and the Overlighting Deva of whatever 
project you are working on to co-create with you. When you are desirous 
of a team effort, conduct a Coning Session. 

WHAT IS A CONING SESSION? 

Coning Sessions are powerful communication tools. They were named 
and developed by Machaelle Small Wright and are detailed in her book, 
The Co-creative White Brotherhood Medical Assistance Program. The term 
"coning" refers to the spiral of balanced energy created during these 
Sessions which are cone- shaped.  

A 4-Point Coning Session is a specific process of communication which 
is always initiated by a human who invites a conference call with four 
levels of Nature Intelligence, which we will talk about in just a moment. 
During Coning Sessions, you are working with the co-creators of our 
world and those overseeing its evolution. This group consists of a 
countless number of Be-ings including, but not limited to: Saints, 
Ascended Masters, Devas, Nature Spirits and Be-ings that have never 
incarnated. They are timeless, formless, able to assist on all levels and 
welcome your desire to work co-creatively with them.  
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However, because of free will, they wait patiently for you to ask for their 
assistance. They cannot foretell the future nor do anything that will take 
you from the Path you chose before you incarnated. That is against the 
Laws of this universe. However, when asked, they can offer suggestions 
about choices to make that are most likely to bring the outcome you 
desire. 

Coning Sessions can be used in a myriad of situations for problem-
solving, spiritual guidance, health issues and advice. Call on these 
Heavenly Helpers for assistance and information on any topic. They 
have an expanded vision of what is happening on Earth and many of 
them love to share the areas of expertise they acquired on Earth and in 
their heavenly creation schools. 

Whenever you want to enlist the help of Be-ings on the Other Side, you 
can simply call them in. However, you don't want just any entity to show 
up because there are some ornery and downright evil Be-ings that gain 
pleasure from creating havoc. 

First, call in the assistance of your Higher Self and guardian angel, who is 
always nearby, to help protect you and allow in only those Be-ings who 
are of the Light and will help along your chosen Path. You can surround 
yourself with a golden light of protection, ask your angels to protect you 
or whatever method feels appropriate for you. This may include a 
ceremony with songs, prayers, sage, incense, candles, gemstones, etc. As 
you connect more often, you will develop the ability to call in certain 
guides you trust and have a regular conversation, even if you can't see or 
hear them. To be able to consciously communicate at any given moment 
is a worthy goal to attain. 

Following a specific routine each time will assist with clear 
communication. This means setting a time to meet, showing up in an 
emotionally balanced state, fed and hydrated, with your phone turned 
off, at a time and in a space to avoid any distractions. In time, you will 
create a close relationship with these loving Be-ings. 
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FOUR LEVELS OF NATURE INTELLIGENCE 

“Nature Intelligence operates in a state of being and constantly within present time. It 
simply knows if something is in balance, if it is out of balance, and what is needed for 
it to achieve balance.”   Machaelle Small Wright 

Machaelle Small Wright calls these Sessions “4-Point Conings” because 
she invites four levels of Nature Intelligence to be in attendance: the 
Higher Self of the person calling the Session, the Overlighting Deva of 
the issue you are calling the Session about, Pan, who oversees the Nature 
Spirits and at least one representative of the White Brotherhood or 
Brotherhood of Light. 

For more detailed information on using Coning Sessions as outlined by 
Machaelle Small Wright, I recommend her books Co-Creative Science and 
Perelandra Garden Workbook II: Co-Creative Energy Processes for Gardening, 
Agriculture and Life. On her website, you will find a ton of information on 
uses for Coning Sessions and other work she is performing at 
Perelandra, her Center for Nature Research, in Virginia: 
http://www.perelandra-ltd.com/ 

HIGHER SELF  
The Higher Self is your direct connection with God/Source. Within 
your Higher Self are all the evolutionary patterns and plans for you 
personally. Your Higher Self is part of these Sessions to insure that all is 
done in accordance with what is in your highest good, in alignment with 
your soul purpose and evolution, and in harmony with the divine plan. 
When including other humans in the Coning Session, ask that person’s 
Higher Self for permission before beginning any work. If in agreement, 
then invite their Higher Self to attend the Coning Session. 

DEVIC REALM 
The word “Deva” in Sanskrit, means “shining one.” Devas are a 
hierarchical order of Beings that oversee almost every aspect of creation. 
They are omnipresent and exist in a reality connected with but not part 
of our own. They interact and have mutual energetic impact with us 
every day.  
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The Devic Realm includes a countless number of Be-ings responsible for 
creating and maintaining the blueprints for all natural forces, forms, laws 
and processes including solar, planetary and interplanetary. They created 
the architectural patterns that maintain order, organization and vitality.  

Before anything comes into existence on a physical realm such as Earth, 
it is first created and tested in the Devic Realm. Their input is included 
as part of every Coning Session because they are able to adjust the Devic 
plan associated with any work being done. They also insure that all work 
is balanced and in accordance with the natural laws of the physical 
dimension.  

The Devic Realm is organized like a large corporation, each operating 
within their own specialties. Generally, there is one Overlighting Deva 
that oversees a specific team or project. For example, there are 
thousands of specialized Healing Devas with an Overlighting Deva of 
each specific form of emotional, physical or energy healing, such as the 
Overlighting Deva of Psychotherapy, Massage and Reiki.  

PAN 
Pan is the universal Overseer of Nature Spirits, including elves, fairies 
and gnomes. His role during the Coning Session is to give and receive 
assistance to help create balance in the garden setting. Gardens are a 
human device, not naturally occurring. Thus special provisions need to 
be made to keep all in balance by ensuring that the Nature Spirits follow 
the Devic blueprint for each physical form whether it is the soil, flower, 
vegetable or any other life form. Call on Pan for any aspect of planning, 
especially when related to Nature and Mother Earth. 

BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT 
The name “White Brotherhood” was coined centuries ago by humans 
who were working with them. “White” encompasses all the rays of the 
light spectrum. “Brotherhood” is used to signify not only the family of 
all people but also the family of all life forms. 
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More commonly called the Brotherhood of Light, this large group of 
highly evolved souls are dedicated to assisting the evolutionary process 
of moving universal reality, principles, laws and patterns through all 
planes and levels of form. A general link with the Brotherhood of Light 
assures that the Coning Session is aligned with the intent and direction 
of the current Transition. You do not need to invite several members, 
just those necessary for the intention of the current Coning Session. 
Often, only one representative needs to be in attendance. 

OPENING A GARDEN CONING SESSION 

The Coning Session is designed to be a group meeting. You do not need 
to call a Session if you are asking the assistance of one or two Be-ings. 
For example, if you want advice on the best place to relocate a potted 
plant, take a few breaths, get centered, tell your Higher Self what you 
need and ask for a specialist to "come in" and assist. In this case, you 
don’t need input from the entire team. 

Limit who you invite to the Coning. Pan and the Brotherhood of Light 
will call in any specialists. Calling in a myriad of Be-ings can create 
confusion and a huge energy drain on you. When you are calling a 
Coning Session on behalf of someone else, first ask your Higher Self and 
the Higher Self of the individual if this is appropriate. If you get an 
affirmative answer, then invite their Higher Self to attend the Coning, 
always asking that the highest good of all be done, gracefully.  

If you are not used to connecting with energies in this manner, you may 
want to start with “getting to know you” sessions, limited to 10-15 
minutes. Gradually increase your time to no more than an hour. Pay 
attention to your energy level throughout the Coning. If you feel 
muddled, distracted, overly tired or dehydrated, tell the participants what 
is happening and that you would like to convene at another time. Then 
properly close the Session.  
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If you find yourself drained or have a case of the “munchies” after 
Sessions, this could be a result of a protein drain on your body. To offset 
this problem, drink water and munch on nuts and seeds during longer 
Sessions.  

The following Garden Coning Session is an adaption of the 4-Point 
Coning developed by Machaelle Small Wright. It is one tried and true 
method to call on a specific team of Heavenly Helpers to assist with 
gardening and landscaping projects. You can adapt this Session to any 
circumstance in which you would like to invite the Nature Intelligences 
for their support and advice. 

Keep in mind that to connect with you, Heavenly Helpers have to lower 
their vibrational frequency to match yours. Thus, the more you increase 
your frequency, the clearer your connection will be. It is similar to tuning 
your radio dial to match the frequency of a desired radio station; you will 
only hear static until the frequencies come within range.  

Clarity increases when the body is hydrated and concerns of the day are 
set aside. High energy "live" foods (raw, unprocessed, fresh, organic) can 
also increase your vibrational level. Limit Coning Sessions to an hour, to 
prevent mental and physical drain which could result in skewed results. 
A sample Garden Coning Session Dialogue has been included in 
Appendix C for you to copy and use during your Coning Sessions. 

SAMPLE DIALOGUE  
TO OPEN A GARDEN CONING SESSION 

The following is an example of how I conduct a Garden Coning Session. 
You can adapt this Session to suit whatever purpose you are using to co-
create with the Nature Intelligences. 

Start by taking several deep breaths to get into a relaxed state of be-ing. 
Quiet your mind while letting go of the concerns of the day. 
Connections are especially heightened when the brain is in a relaxed, 
non-mental state. Well up feelings of love and gratitude. This will 
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increase your vibrational frequency, making it a closer match to those 
you are calling in.  

For continuity, open each Session in a similar manner, calling in the four 
Nature Intelligences in the same order each time. Begin with your 
Higher Self, then the Overlighting Deva of the specific project under 
discussion, followed by Pan and finally, a representative of the 
Brotherhood of Light. 

When you are ready, state, “I would like to open a Coning Session.”  
Wait 10 seconds. During this time, take a few deep breaths, continuing 
to well up feelings of love and gratitude. With the use of a pendulum, 
kinesiology or your intuitive sense of “knowing,” wait until you feel 
ready to continue. 

“I would like to open a stronger connection with my Higher Self (your 
connection to God/Source).”  Wait 10 seconds. Test for the connection 
and thank him/her for coming. 

“I would like to connect with the Overlighting Deva of this property.” 
Wait 10 seconds. Test for the connection and thank him/her for 
coming.  

Do not get caught up with gender related words, for in many Realms, 
there is no differentiation between male and female, even though their 
energy may have a masculine or feminine feel to it. 

“I would like to connect with the Overlighting Deva of this garden.”  
Wait. Test. Thank. 

“I would like to connect with Pan.”  Wait 10 seconds. Test for the 
connection and thank him for coming. 

“I would like to connect with a member of the Brotherhood of Light 
(state the topic of the Session).”  Wait 10 seconds. Test for the 
connection and thank him/her for coming. 
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“I would like to connect with any Ancient Ancestors residing on this 
land.” Wait. Test. Thank. (Only a small percentage of properties have 
Ancient Ancestors.) Please note that at times, the Ancient Ancestors are 
not happy with what has been done to the land they protect. Some have 
attitudes and may need to be calmed before they will communicate or 
work with you. In this case, ask the Nature Intelligences to help mediate. 
For more information on Ancient Ancestors, see page 31. 

Next, state the intention of the Garden Coning Session and invite those 
in attendance to invoke any other Be-ings they feel should be at the 
meeting. Remember they cannot read your mind, so be specific and 
focused on just one issue at a time.  

THE  GARDEN CONING SESSION 

Using your notes, begin by asking your first question. Remain on one 
topic until all information has been imparted. Unless your telepathic 
communications are highly involved, talk out loud for better 
communication. Human brains are highly active and the chances that 
you are getting an answer to the wrong question will occur less often.  

Clearly state the problem. Avoid asking two questions in the same 
statement. If you are asking for a specific solution, ask what steps will 
most likely help attain your goals. Set your parameters, including what is 
for your highest good and for the highest good of all involved, 
gracefully. You can also set other practical parameters such as cost, size, 
effort, time constraints, etc. Remember that the Coning team works with 
“here and now,” based on past occurrences. They are not mind readers 
and cannot foretell the future. 

If you are skilled with dowsing, you can use a pendulum, L-rod or other 
tools during the dialogue. Being a psychic intuitive, I often “hear” or 
“know” their answers, which is the ultimate form of communication. 
Even so, I highly recommend that you learn how to use kinesiology to 
check your answers. For more information on dowsing techniques, see 
Chapter Sixteen. 
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CLOSING THE GARDEN CONING SESSION 

Before closing the Session, ask those in attendance if they would like to 
address any other needs in the garden. If you need a break during the 
Session, tell the team that you need to take a break. Announce when the 
break is over. You may feel a shift in the intensity of the energy when 
you end the break and when you resume the Coning. For breaks over an 
hour, it is best to close the Session and then re-open it when you are 
ready to resume. 

It is very important to formally close the Session and disconnect from 
the Nature Intelligence representatives that have attended. First, it’s just 
plain rude if you don’t. Would you host a conference without formally 
ending the meeting and leave without saying "thank you" or "good-bye?" 

Closing the Session is also important because you have set up an energy 
link with each member. Without cutting this connection, your energy can 
be drained. If you find yourself unduly tired within the next 48 hours, it 
could be that you forgot to formally close the Session. Don't be overly 
concerned if you forget, because the link will eventually dissipate on its 
own. 

SAMPLE DIALOGUE  
TO CLOSE A GARDEN CONING SESSION 

To close a Coning Session, it is recommended to disconnect in the 
backwards order that you called the representatives in. This way it is less 
likely to forget anyone and continuity in the communication helps with 
clarity. 

“I thank the Ancient Ancestors who were in attendance for your 
assistance. I ask to disconnect at this time.”  Wait 10 seconds, then verify 
with a pendulum, kinesiology or your intuition that the disconnection 
was made. 
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“I thank all members of the Brotherhood of Light in attendance. I ask to 
disconnect at this time.”  Wait 10 seconds, then verify with kinesiology 
that the disconnection was made. 

“I thank Pan and any other Nature Spirits in attendance for your 
assistance.  

I ask to disconnect at this time.”  Wait 10 seconds. Test the 
disconnection. 

If you invited several specific Devas, you can take a shortcut by thanking 
all members of the Devic Realm that were in attendance and ask to 
disconnect at this time.  Wait 10 seconds, then verify that the 
disconnection was made. 

“I thank my Higher Self for your assistance and wish to resume a normal 
connection at this time.”  Wait 10 seconds. Test. 

During Coning Sessions, there is an enormous amount of energy 
exchanged. Be sure to drink at least one full glass of water afterwards. If 
you are craving sweets or feeling hungry, eat some protein, which is what 
your body requires to rebalance. 

Next, act on the advice you were given. If any answers or suggestions do 
not "feel right," you have the free will choice whether or not to follow 
through. If you need clarity on any topic, make a note to ask more 
questions during your next Garden Coning Session or prayer time. 
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Chapter  Four 

Setting Guidelines 

Gardening and landscaping with Nature Spirits is similar to working with 
their human counterparts, just as you would expect to counsel and 
contract with a human gardener or landscaper. Together, you must have 
clear communication and guidelines as to the roles each participant is 
expected to play. 

One problem that exists is believing that you are truly communicating 
with a Be-ing that you cannot see! Another problem that often arises is 
the ability to communicate clearly. The Nature Intelligence 
representatives cannot read your mind. Since humans’ thoughts often 
wander, it would be wise to speak out loud throughout the Coning 
Sessions, focusing on one subject at a time until you have a clear 
conception of what is expected of the other. 

In essence, Nature Spirits have a different way of communicating than 
most humans. While we speak words of varying languages, they feel 
experiences. They are not schooled in every language that exists on 
Earth, although they can easily get the gist of most of what you wish to 
impart, for they have had eons of experience with Humans. However, 
you may come across Be-ings, especially Nature Spirits, such as elves and 
fairies, who may not be familiar with some of the idioms you use.  

There are two main reasons why there may be language barriers. First, 
they tend to be local, living their whole life in one region. Thus, Nature 
Spirits who have “tuned into” humans may be familiar with idioms 
spoken in that region. However, many humans are more mobile. Thus, if 
you have moved to a location and use the vernacular or native language 
from another place, there may be some miscommunication.  
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Another reason for language barriers is that many of the Nature Spirits 
have had no reason or desire to communicate with humans for many 
years. Thus, they are new to learning your way of speaking. Even though 
both of you may be speaking English, you may be speaking in dialects 
and from differing time periods. For these reasons, it is good to refrain 
from using idioms.  

Much of the communication with Higher Order Be-ings is non-verbal, 
coming directly from the heart. They transmute thoughts through what 
can be best understood as emotions, although in essence it is much 
grander than human emotions. It is difficult to describe in words but 
once you start communicating on a regular basis, you will understand 
how they operate. 

Goose pimples, hair standing on end, a sudden “knowingness” or 
“Aha!” moments are signals that you are receiving their message. Most 
often they will respond in what seems like a mental conversation 
although no words are actually spoken. 

Practice makes perfect. Each Realm operates at a different level of 
vibration. Love and gratitude are two of the highest emotional vibrations 
currently available to humans. As you may have noticed, there are few 
humans who actually live in a constant state of non-judgment and 
unconditional love. Yet, these humans stand out as prime examples of 
what you may strive to reach for in order to have clear communication 
with those on the Other Side. 

There are many ways to raise your vibration. As we mentioned 
previously, quieting the mind, proper diet and hydration help the 
physical body’s vibration to increase. Focusing on euphoric feelings of 
love and gratitude also helps elevate one’s frequency.  
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When Be-ings on the Other Side want to communicate with humans, 
they generally have to hone down their vibratory rate in order to make a 
connection, especially a physical manifestation. Not all Nature Spirits are 
willing or able to manifest, although they may be able to communicate 
by manipulating electronic and physical objects. 

Watch for signs such as plants moving when there is no breeze. At times 
a path or area may seem to be brighter or feel different than normal. 
Place your focus there to determine what the message is. You may get a 
strong intuition to go somewhere at a certain time; follow the hunch and 
expect to discover what you are being led to see.  

Dowsing tools are an excellent way to communicate with Higher 
Powers, for they use the body’s natural electrical circuit rather than the 
over-analyzing brain. However, you can get skewed results if your belief 
codes and over-active thought patterns come into play. For more 
information and dowsing resources, read Chapter Sixteen. 

Be clear in what you want. What often happens with humans is they say, 
“I want this,” then change their minds back and forth and up and down. 
The way Nature Spirits and other Heavenly Helpers operate, is they pay 
attention when you create a strong emotional charge. They do not listen 
to every thought you are having; that would truly drive them mad. 

Yet, when something happens that ignites your passion or fear, your 
Guardians pick up on the increased energy field and tune in more 
closely. However, everyday wishy-washy mundane thoughts are left to 
wander through eternity on their own. 

Clear communication and knowing what you want will increase the 
likelihood that you will receive what you want. Saying this brings up the 
understanding that you may not know what you want, at least not all the 
specific details. This is acceptable and understandable. We will talk more 
in detail about setting intentions in Chapter Fourteen. 
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For now, we will finish our dialogue on setting guidelines. The following 
are rules laid out by Pan and the Nature Spirits that we can each live by 
in order to communicate and co-create functional gardens, beautiful 
landscapes and Places of Peace. 

Increase your vibratory rate whenever you wish to connect with us. 

Set time aside to chat when you will not be interrupted. Weekly 
sessions are advised for long-term projects such as year round 
gardening. 

Herbicides, pesticides, insecticides and other toxic substances 
strangle us and slowly kill you. We will not work with humans who 
insist on using these products. Besides health reasons, it is next to 
impossible to keep Nature in balance if you are constantly dousing 
your space with these products. 

We expect mutual respect from both sides. Honesty and integrity 
are expected at all times. If you say you will do something, we 
expect that you will. You can count on us to do the same. 

During planning Sessions, use maps and walk the areas using clear, 
conscious communication. That will make it easier for us to 
understand your desires and to point out areas that need further 
discussion. 

We want to work with you, but you must ask for our advice. The 
Coning Session is a way of expressing your desire to work with us 
as well as an excellent communication tool. 

When you come to us, please do your best not to be distracted by 
cell phones, other projects, etcetera. Although we are available 
“24/7” because we have no time constraints, many of us on the 
“lower frequencies” do experience frustration and agitation. How 
would you feel if you hired a contractor and he spent much of the 
meeting on a cell phone or with his mind tuned elsewhere? 
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Angels and Devas are above many of these distractions yet most of the 
Be-ings that you will be working with are in the Lower Realms and 
harbor many human traits, although to a lesser degree, for we have the 
luxury of not being locked into amnesia and have an expanded vision of 
the reality of the Earth plane. 

That is enough for now, most everything else will be discussed as we 
move together through this adventure. We do advise that whenever you 
ask those in our Realm for advice on any subject, that you always add the 
following statement, for my highest good and the highest good of all 
involved, gracefully. This ensures that each of us agrees to work in the 
highest integrity possible while experiencing only the most graceful of 
outcomes.  

Good day to you. Thank you for inviting us into your life. We are ever 
so excited to be a part of your conscious reality. 

The Gang 
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Chapter  Five 

Planning the Landscape 

Before the initial Garden Coning Session, create a map of the areas that 
will be under discussion, starting with existing features you want to keep 
such as buildings, hills, ponds, waterways, swimming pool, trees and 
shrubs. 

Then make a list of all the features you want to create such as garden 
beds, ponds, pathways, fountains, bird baths, sundial, gazebo, trees, 
shrubbery and future buildings. Include any areas set aside for dining, 
reading, exercise and sunning. Don’t forget to include special Places of 
Peace such as an altar, medicine wheel, labyrinth or meditation sites.  

Although we will talk about planting in Chapter Eight, you will need to 
have a list of trees, shrubs, flowers, fruits and veggies that you intend to 
grow. You will also need to know how many plants of each you want. 
This list is crucial for the planning stage so that the Nature Intelligences 
can help you create the overall plan of the garden and landscape. Expect 
this list to be modified continuously as you work together to create your 
Eden on Earth. 

Familiarize yourself with various types of irrigation methods such as: 
hand watering, soaker hose, drip irrigation, sprinklers, rain runoff, water 
collection and flooding methods. Take into consideration the cost to 
install each method, maintenance and the amount of time it will save or 
cost you, especially during peak season. Being prepared ahead of time 
will make decisions during the Coning Sessions easier and faster. 

If you have extra space, consider a special area set aside for the Wee 
Folks. Keep this area as much in its natural state as possible. Invite and 
entice these Unseen Friends by including plenty of nectar producing 
plants that are native to your region. Gnomes and Wood Folks may 
enjoy living in a heavily wooded section of your property. 
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On your map, name and label each specific area, this makes it easier to 
clearly communicate during the Garden Coning Sessions. These names 
can be as simple as “Planting Bed 1” (PB1) or you can be creative and 
call them anything you wish. As you work with the maps, you will find 
that short names or abbreviations are less tedious. 

For example, when creating a mountainside garden in northern Arizona, 
I outlined the garden into 7 different maps, which were numbered. 
When asking a question, I referred to the map number. This is especially 
helpful when designing the garden and for choosing the site for each 
seed. Below is Map 3, outlining terraces A-F. 
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For example, I wanted to find the best location to grow 10 heads of 
lettuce. Using kinesiology, a pendulum, or my intuition, I ask, “Will they 
be located together? On map 1? Map 2? Map 3?” Once I find the correct 
map, then I will further define by asking which area. “Will all ten of the 
lettuce be grown in the same terrace? Which terrace? A? B? C?”  

Once the area is located, then I further ask, “Where in the terrace should 
they be planted? On the left? The right? In the middle?” As you can see 
from the map, the best location was to plant all ten of the lettuce in a 
row, in the left portion of Terrace C. 

At times, I use my fingers or a pendulum placed over the map to 
pinpoint exact areas. Sometimes, it is easier to ask which quadrant the 
location is in, such as “the top right half.” Although you can do this 
work remotely, it is helpful to be on site during these planning sessions, 
for you may find there are areas they suggest that you hadn’t noticed 
before.  

When planning on-site, “L” rods are helpful to find specific locations to 
place water features, specific seeds, pathways, etc. There may be times 
when you will need to walk to a specific location. Following the direction 
of the L-Rods can prove to be a great time-saver. See Chapter Sixteen 
for more information on using dowsing tools. 

Take into consideration any special features you may want to include to 
either entice or discourage insects, wild life and pets, both yours and 
your neighbor’s. For example, many insects and animals do not like the 
scent of marigolds, while fragrant flowers and some edible plants 
encourage butterflies and bees which are crucial for cross-pollination. 
You may need fencing in specific areas to keep animals in or out. A 
greenhouse or smaller covered beds may be necessary to protect against 
critters and the weather. If you plan to compost, you will need to take 
the location of the bins, wheels or piles into consideration. 
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Now you are ready to initiate your first Garden Coning Session. Gather 
the materials you expect to need: this book, dowsing tools, maps, pencils 
with erasers, note paper and the list of things you want to build or plant. 
Don’t forget your notes on irrigation methods, composting, special 
considerations such as insect and animal control, and anything else you 
might need to plan the overall blueprint of the garden. Also have 
drinking water and protein to keep you hydrated and energized.  

Expect to have several Coning Sessions to create the overall plan, 
especially for large projects such as installing a new garden or landscape. 
If you are new to Coning Sessions, initially start with one or more 15 
minute “getting to know you” sessions. This will help you to align with 
their energetic flow as well as learn to work together as a team. 

Once you have made a connection with the Nature Intelligences and are 
ready to begin planning the garden and landscape, I highly suggest that 
you find out if there are any Ancient Ancestors, ghosts or entities on the 
land. If there are, read Chapter Six before making any further plans. You 
may have heard horror stories about haunted houses, especially those 
built over old burial sites. These episodes do occur and can be avoided 
when taken seriously. 

In between Sessions, keep notes of what you want to ask the Nature 
Intelligences. This will help keep your Sessions timely and on task. Do 
not go longer than an hour to prevent energy drain.  

Following the dialogue in Chapter Three, open the Garden Coning 
Session. Visualize this process as though you were sitting down to meet 
with a human team of professionals. When you get to specific areas of 
planning, you can ask specialists to join the team. For example, if you are 
having a problem with squirrels eating your produce, call in the Deva of 
Squirrels. When it comes to making irrigation choices, ask that an 
irrigation specialist join you. 
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Remember that gardens and landscapes are not natural occurrences. 
Therefore, you are asking the Nature Intelligences to help you create 
balance in an unnatural setting. It can be done, but there will need to be 
modifications as you go along, for what you are creating is unique. No 
two gardens on Earth will have the same number or types of plants, 
insects, soil conditions and daily weather patterns. Be patient and realize 
this is a co-creative effort and when something does not work, simply go 
to Plan B or C or D or...  

Also, you are responsible for clearly stating your parameters during each 
Coning Session. After all, you will be the one spending the time, money 
and energy to physically manifest and maintain the garden/landscape. 
When you ask advice during Coning Sessions, they will give you 
information based on here and now.  

If you make a change to the plan, let them know so they can refigure 
their data; they are neither mind readers nor fortune tellers. They are 
literal and may not know when you are kidding or understand some of 
your colloquial terms. Be specific and to the point. But most of all, make 
it fun. Be open-minded and ready to explore avenues you may not have 
considered before.  

Enjoy in joy! 
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Chapter Six  

Blessing the Land 

In the spring before opening the garden, have a ceremony to bless the 
land upon which the garden sits, as well as the surrounding area. There 
are several reasons for this blessing. First, it is a way to express gratitude 
for the soil and love for Mother Earth. Gratitude and love are two very 
high frequencies. Thus as a result of blessing the land, you will increase 
the energy field surrounding it. 

During the ceremony, call in and bless all Unseen Be-ings that will be a 
part of the garden and landscaping project, including your Higher Self, 
members of the Devic Realm, Pan and the Brotherhood of Light. As 
you open the ceremony, you can ask these representatives to invite 
appropriate members of their Realms, such as Nature Spirits and the 
Devas of the insect, plants and animals that will be a part of your 
project. Don’t forget any Ancient Ancestors and entities that are 
welcome to continue residing on the property. 

The blessing is a way of saying “thank you” to all involved. It is also a 
way to consciously and concretely state the intentions you want to 
manifest. Myriads of Heavenly Helpers wish to work with you, but they 
cannot interfere without your permission. Thus the blessing ceremony is 
a way of inviting their help. 

Another gift that comes as a result of a blessing ceremony is that it 
increases the energy of the soil, air, insects, plants, animals and humans 
that enter the area. Through time, this energy will dissipate, therefore 
you will want to repeat the blessing ceremony at least once a year.  

We recommend doing this on the spring equinox, for two reasons. First, 
this day is highly energized because so many humans for centuries have 
observed this as a holy day, so you will be riding the wave of this global 
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energy field. Secondly, it is more likely you will remember to do the 
ceremony if it falls on a day that you are likely to be reminded to do so. 

Whenever you enter the garden, especially to tend it, raise your own 
frequency by letting go of the worries of the day and increasing your 
feelings of love and gratitude. Plants will respond magically to this effort. 
Consider placing a reminder at the place where you most often enter the 
garden. A simple sign such as “Bless this Garden” will do nicely. This 
way of living and working will help maintain the energy of the blessing 
ceremony throughout the year. 

If you intend to follow the gardening practices outlined by Machaelle 
Small Wright in her Gardening Workbook II, the blessing ceremony is a 
good time to perform some of the annual Processes such as soil 
balancing and de-toxification of the soil, air and surrounding area. Think 
of all areas of gardening where you might like to have professional help 
and invite Heavenly Helpers who specialize in these areas. 

There are other times you might want to perform a Blessing the Land 
Ceremony: before moving onto a new property, whenever the energy 
feels heavy and after clearing entities from the space. Sometimes you 
may have visitors who bring entities or heavy energy with them. If they 
have moved in with you, open a Coning Session and ask the team to 
help you clear whatever entities or bad mojo they brought with them. If 
they are staying for a short time, do a clearing and blessing when they 
depart. 

Consider setting rocks or gem stones on the perimeter of your land, with 
the intention to keep negative entities, both physical and non-physical, 
from entering the property. You can also ask that any person who has ill 
intentions refrain from coming onto your property. While you’re at it, set 
the intention that all who enter receive a blessing. Add any other 
parameters that feel appropriate for your space. Remember to re-
energize these intentions during your annual Blessing the Land 
Ceremony or more often, if necessary. 
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You may consider setting up an altar or special Place of Peace in the 
garden or on your property. It can be located anywhere and be either 
prominent or a secret known only to you. There are no rules. The 
purpose of this altar is to place objects to hold your intentions. If it is in 
a location that you pass often, it can become a subconscious reminder to 
enhance your energy field and bless the garden on a regular basis. 

During the Blessing the Land Ceremony, you can ask the team to help 
balance any noxious energies on the land. This includes unseen stressors 
such as ley lines, underground water flow, toxins in the soil, air and 
natural water features. Flowing water creates its own energy field, 
whether it is located above or below ground. Above ground water 
sources such as streams, rivers, lakes and ponds often have toxic waste 
accumulated from factories and tainted rain. Ask that any non-beneficial 
toxins and energies be transmuted or neutralized. 

At times, you may have to deal with hexes or curses placed on the land. 
There may also be energy fields left behind when accidents or incidents 
have occurred in the recent or ancient past. These include places where 
animals or people have died in unnatural or violent manners. The odds 
of this occurring are small, unless your garden is located on or near an 
old battlefield, slaughterhouse or graveyard. Ask the Coning team to 
neutralize and balance these energies. If done properly, this only needs 
to be done once, unless the practices are still going on.  

Throughout the world, there are many humans who have chosen to 
remain in a location after their death. When I mention Ancient 
Ancestors, I am referring to those Beings who chose to remain at a 
specific location, usually to protect the lands where they lived, died and 
held ceremony. Oftentimes, they have chosen to remain until others 
arrive to replace them. Who knows, you could be an Ancient Ancestor 
re-incarnated to do just that! Some of these Ancestors don’t know they 
have died and are ready to move on after they are convinced they have 
expired or are assured the site will be honored and respected.  
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During the initial Blessing the Land Ceremony, ask the Overlighting 
Deva of the Property if there are any Ancient Ancestors on site. If so, 
several things need to be determined. First, do they want to stay on the 
property or are they ready to move onto the next Dimension? The Deva 
can help them move on, if they choose to go.  

If the Ancient Ancestors or entities want to remain, have a discussion 
about your basic plans for the land. If they are in agreement of your 
plans and wish to remain, invite them to join you and the team during 
each Garden Coning Session.  

Oftentimes, the Ancestors may be agreeable to part of the plan, such as 
letting you use a portion of the land to garden. Some of these Spirits are 
quite grouchy and do not want others on their preservation. It is best to 
honor their choice if they are adamant, otherwise they can cause you a 
lot of grief.  

If you have ghosts or negative entities on your property, ask the 
Overlighting Deva of the Property to mediate for you. Many people who 
have died and are stuck need to move on because they are causing an 
energetic ripple in the fabric of the Dimensions. Yet, they have free will 
and cannot be forced to go, although they can be encouraged to do so. 
Often what appears to be ghosts are actually energetic imprints, not a 
conscious being. These energies are often the result of a sudden or 
violent death and they can be cleared with intention. 

However ghosts, demons and ornery spirits are conscious creations that 
should be dealt with by a professional, starting with the Coning Session 
team. Let them determine the process to follow. If you are new to 
communicating with Be-ings on the Other Side, I would suggest that you 
hire a professional ghost-buster or exorcist to guide you.  

It is important that you be an active participant in the removal of these 
entities so that they don’t sneak back in as soon as the professional goes 
home. You have the power and right to clear your own space. However, 
be aware that some entities can be quite sneaky and put up a terrifying 
fight, sometimes creating serious problems for the unwary.   
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Okay, now that I have either scared you witless or you are phoning the 
folks with the white jackets to come and take me away to the funny 
farm, let’s move on. There are no rules when it comes to performing a 
Blessing the Land Ceremony. You can use sage, incense, candles, 
gemstones, feathers, music, water, bubbles, soil, candy canes or whatever 
feels appropriate to you. What is important is that you first open a 
Coning Session, inviting the basic members of the team and any other 
Heavenly Helpers that you normally work with. 

 Clearly state the intention of the gathering and invite all in attendance to 
be an active part of the ceremony, whether they are in etheric or physical 
form. Many like to begin these ceremonies using sage, incense or sweet 
grass, however, concise prayers are just as powerful. This is your garden 
party. Take time to consider what you want the ceremony to accomplish, 
then choose whatever method you wish to set your intentions.  

If you don’t feel confident, then you have a few choices. Search online 
for ways to do ceremony for house clearings, blessings, etc. You can also 
find a local shaman or ceremonialist to perform the ceremony for you. 
Know that you have within you the power to do the blessing yourself. 
Who better knows what intentions you want to set than yourself?  

Before starting the Blessing ceremony, gather the items you plan to use. 
If you have invited others to join you, make sure everyone is hydrated 
and in a state of emotional balance. Let others know the basic outline of 
what will happen and be sure anyone who will be playing an active role 
knows what is expected of them.  

Turn off telephones and do what is necessary to prevent any unexpected 
disruptions. Play music, sing, chant or have prayers of gratitude and 
expressions of love to help everyone increase their energy field. Then 
open a Coning Session, inviting the basic team. State the intention of the 
gathering and have the Coning team invite any appropriate specialists. I 
generally ask other humans in attendance to invite their Higher Selves 
and Heavenly Helpers they work with.  
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They can be silently called in or their names spoken out loud. Then say a 
prayer of protection for everyone present. You can ask that a golden 
light surround all of you or whatever feels appropriate to you. 

As you perform the ceremony, allow for changes to the initial plan. 
Once the work is completed, remember to close the Session by thanking 
everyone who has gathered, both the Seen and the Unseen. Be sure 
everyone disconnects energetically from each other and from those in 
the Unseen Realms.  

After the ceremony, have pure water, seeds, nuts or other healthy 
protein snacks available so that everyone can re-energize. You can be 
certain that a tremendous amount of energy has been expended, 
especially if you were dealing with ornery spirits. Be sure those who are 
driving autos are fully grounded before sending them on their way. Pat 
yourselves on the back, for you have accomplished a marvelous thing! 
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Chapter Seven 

Opening the Garden 

After performing the annual Blessing the Land Ceremony as outlined in 
Chapter Six and before you begin to plant, plan to have an “Opening the 
Garden” Session with the team, filled with gratitude and anticipation of 
the co-creative efforts that you plan to partake in. Doing so increases the 
vibration of the garden, yourself and helps to solidify the union between 
you and the Heavenly Helpers.  

By this time, you should have created layout maps of the garden and 
surrounding landscape, have a list of the plants you wish to grow, 
purchased the seeds and prepared the soil by amending and tilling where 
appropriate. For best results, know the pH of the soil and requirements 
for each plant you wish to grow. We can assist in energetically preparing 
the soil, but the Human must put forth the effort to physically prepare 
the soil and plant the seeds and sprouts.  

The purpose of ceremonially opening the garden is to solidly set the 
intention of each member involved. This is a contractual agreement. We 
on the Other Side are of highest integrity and vow to keep our promise 
to help create and maintain balance within the garden, but only as long 
as the Humans keep their agreements. 

We expect those who choose to garden to take time to tune in with us 
on a regular basis for advice and counsel. Whether you choose to heed 
the counsel is fully up to you as outlined by your Free Will rights. 
However, we also have the right to choose to work with you or not. We 
will not tolerate the use of substances such as herbicides, insecticides, 
pesticides and any other toxins that strangle the life out of the living 
creatures who reside in the garden. 
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Although we do not promote death of any species, we know there does 
come a time that in order for balance to happen, some insects and 
possibly animals may have to die or be removed. At these times, we ask 
that you call a Coning Session or at the least, the Overlighting Deva of 
the Garden and the Deva of whatever species you are having trouble 
with. At times, we can mediate and convince the species to move. Be 
aware that many times what you consider to be intruders are actually part 
of the plan of balance and may have been invited in by us. 

In your plans, we ask that you expect 10-30 percent of your yield to be 
consumed by insects, neighboring animals, weather damage or the 
product of weak seedlings. In many cases, diseased and weak plants can 
be strengthened when the Human asks for direct intervention or pays 
closer attention to its needs. This includes proper irrigation, weed 
control, weather and insect protection and a little loving kindness.  

Take time at least once a week and preferably 3-5 times weekly to walk 
through the garden with an eye and an ear receptive to the needs of each 
plant. This will help you to discover problems quickly enough to rectify 
many situations. As you make your rounds, invite the Devas to help you 
notice any problems that need to be rectified, including the health of 
each plant, the needs of the soil, irrigation problems and an alert to 
possible severe weather. Towards the end of the weekly Garden Coning 
Session, ask the team members if there is any input they would like to 
offer or perhaps any questions you have not asked that they would like 
to address.  

Every time before entering the garden, whether to work or to simply 
enjoy the peaceful benefits of your labors, take time to clear yourself 
energetically. Center your energy field while expressing gratitude and joy 
for your blessings and the time you have to reside on Earth. This state of 
peaceful bliss will do wonders for yourself as well as each plant. You will 
also be better tuned to hear the messages and feel the gratitude of the 
Nature Spirits who dwell on your land. 
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Before taking your shovel and garden utensils in hand, call an “Opening 
the  Garden” Coning Session and formally announce your intention to 
begin co-creating the garden or landscaping project. Invite the members 
to help with each phase of the project. Remember they cannot help you 
unless invited and will not help if they are unwelcome. Thus the 
Opening the Garden ceremony seals the deal and initiates the project. 

You are now ready to begin actively gardening, weather permitting. We 
highly suggest that you compost using organic waste materials. Set aside 
a place to add the ingredients, allowing them to cook throughout the 
year. There are a myriad of ways to compost, ask the Team for their 
input of what is most appropriate for your needs and locale.  

Tilling the soil may be your first endeavor. Know which plants need the 
soil to be tilled and which do better with the soil untouched. Also take 
into account which plants need to be rotated for best results to eliminate 
chances of disease from the effects of last year’s crop. With the Devas’ 
help, you can overcome this problem by enhancing the soil energetically. 

Taking time to remove weeds may save you hours of labor during the 
growing season. However, we ask that you research the weeds that grow 
naturally in your garden. You may find they can provide a nutritious 
supplement to your diet and also may be a magnet for insects that will 
eat your prized plants if they have nothing else to dine on. Ask the 
Team’s advice on which weeds to keep and which to remove. 

Allow yourself plenty of time to shop for the seeds you expect to grow; 
it may take several weeks to order them through the mail. When 
possible, find a source where the seeds are grown locally, using organic 
methods. These seeds tend to be hardier since they are naturally adapted 
to the local soil and weather. Heirloom seeds are often the hardiest. 
Avoid using genetically modified seeds; these plants are unhealthy for 
human consumption and create havoc in the natural balance, especially 
the insect realm.  
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Research native plants and their nutritive value. These plants are often 
overlooked as a food source because of their bounty. A plant grown 
halfway around the world may seem to have higher value because it is 
exotic, while those grown in your area may be considered to be a 
noxious weed. See if your area has a County Extension office or Master 
Gardener guild. Their years of expertise can be invaluable, especially if 
you are new to gardening or gardening in a new region.  

There is great value in eating foods that are locally grown, especially 
when the soil has been lovingly attended to by you. When you grow 
plants with the intention of consuming them, while feeling gratitude for 
the sacrifice of the plant, an energetic connection occurs. It is similar to 
the connection you have with your kinfolk or close friends; there is a 
union that cannot be matched.  

When you pray over food, asking it to be healthy for you, that is one 
level of energetic connection. When you also pray for the hands that 
prepared the meal, the food is further charged with positive energy. 
When the gardeners and farmers who grow, process and transport the 
foods treat the plants in a respectful manner, the plants have an even 
higher vibrational frequency. 

When you are the one who has grown and nurtured the plant from seed 
to harvest, the union becomes almost blissful. The taste is unsurpassed. 
You may feel euphoric when you eat the food, especially in its raw and 
naturally pristine state.  

Know that this connection is real and is enhanced each time you 
consciously connect with the plants you are growing. Love and 
acceptance is what creates a bond between humans and plants. This 
energetic field ripples forth throughout the entire universe, enhancing 
the opportunity to once again create the pristine state the Earth was in 
before the “downfall of man.” 
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Chapter Eight 

Planting Instructions 

When possible, plant by the moon cycles. Each week do an overall 
garden plan asking questions such as, “Is this the best time to plant 
bulbs? Is this the best time to prune?” The Sedona, Arizona area is 
blessed to have Thunderfoot, who provides locally grown organic and 
heritage seeds. Check out his clever moon cycle and seasonal planting 
charts in Appendix B.  

During the Garden Coning Session, you can ask what soil amendments 
need to be made, how many seeds to plant in the hole, how far apart to 
place the seeds and any other questions. Ask if there is any specific plant 
that needs attention. Use your map to find out which ones need 
attention. Do any need fertilizer? If so, which plants and what fertilizer? 
Which need to be watered, getting too much water, need to be pruned, 
etc.  

For each plant that I intend to grow, I create a Planting Chart. This chart 
is helpful during Coning Sessions to help remember what questions to 
ask and to keep on track. On the Planting Chart, list in alphabetical order 
each plant you intend to grow that year, using a separate page for 
annuals, perennials and flowers. During Coning Sessions, if you find that 
one particular plant needs attention, you can ask, “Is it on page one? 
Two? Three?” Conversely, you can ask, “This week, besides watering, is 
there any plant on page one that needs attention?” You can do the same 
for the remaining pages. In Appendix D, you can view a sample Planting 
Chart. Also included is a blank Planting Chart you can print for your 
personal use. 

When you live in a colder climate, it is also helpful to have an easy 
reference Frost Tolerance Chart. That way, if the temperature is 
expected to drop, you’ll know at a glance which plants to bring in or to 
cover. See a sample Frost Tolerance chart in Appendix E. 
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In Appendix F, you will find a sample Planting Guide that I developed 
for easy reference on each plant that I grow. The Planting Guide 
includes important information such as root depth, frost tolerance, 
planting instructions, root depth, soil and sun requirements, when to 
harvest, etc. 

 If you are new to gardening or growing in a new location, check with 
your local agricultural County Extension to determine the customary 
growing season, especially the expected dates for the last winter freeze 
and the first fall frost. Count the number of days between these dates 
and you will have a good estimation of the number of days your plants 
will have to reach maturity. 

For plants you want to grow that require more time, consider starting 
indoors or buying plants from a nursery. Be mindful that many plants, 
such as melons and squash do not transplant well. However, this factor 
can be helped with prayer and supplication from the Devic Realm and 
Nature Spirits. You can ask them to help push the plant beyond its 
normal cycle. They enjoy experiments and sometimes your plants will do 
amazing things when given a little extra attention. 

Everything that is in physical form on Earth was first developed in the 
Devic Realm. Here they were tried and tested, some successfully while 
others are just a memory of what did not work well. Each plant has a 
specific DNA or blueprint. This map is encoded into the cell memory of 
each specific form. 

 Thus, when you plant a radish seed, you can expect a radish to grow 
from that seed. The growth is predictable and always in the same order. 
The needs are the same for each radish. The environment in which it 
grows and the purity of the seed from whence it started will partially 
determine which plants will make it to maturity. Nutrients in the soil, 
amount of sunlight and water all play an important role in how the 
radish will taste. 
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It is highly unlikely that if you plant a radish seed, that tomatoes will 
sprout from that seed because it is not a part of its genetic code. We 
realize there are many abominations resulting in the food chain due to 
the effects of human geneticists. We are all for experimenting and 
creating new ideas and formulations, however much damage can and is 
being done by widespread use of genetically modified (GMO) foods. 
Avoid consuming and growing them. 

When you buy seeds, look for heritage and non-GMO products. Those 
produced locally and organically are to be favored since they are 
acclimated to the region in which they are grown. Scientists are just 
beginning to discover some of the horrors that are a result of ingesting 
and mass-producing foods that have been genetically modified. Most of 
you are aware of the dangers of ingesting toxic medications and 
substances, yet overlook what the GMO products are doing to you, your 
pets and the environment. 

The mass production of GMO seeds has changed farming forever. 
Governmental control over the patents of these seeds has enslaved 
farmers who are subsidized by the government and large corporations 
such as Monsanto. These seeds do not reproduce, at least not 
generationally which is natural, and the effects of consuming these foods 
wreak havoc on the human body and animals that are fed these un-
natural products. This includes the effects these products are having on 
insects who pollinate and eat these plants. 

Hybridizing is one thing, at least these scientists are tampering with the 
same type of plant or animal, such as grafting an orange with a lemon to 
see what will happen. However, “Africanized bees” are one example of a 
hybridizing experiment gone awry when occurring outside the 
laboratory. 

Much more damaging are the consequences of genetically modifying 
living creatures. In this case, the geneticist inserts genes from one species 
to another, a cross-breeding that would likely never happen in a natural 
setting. Some of these experiments are benign, others have the ability to 
create much havoc if released out of the laboratory setting.  
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This type of work has always been intended to be done solely on the 
Devic Realm and introduced into physical realms after much study and 
with prior approval from the over-seeing Council of that Realm. 

We will not digress further on the ill effects of GMO and hybridization, 
especially those being introduced for the sole purpose of gaining control 
over food production. However, it is our intention to let you know these 
things are happening in hopes that you will educate yourself and take the 
initiative to stop these practices. If you are not an activist, then the least 
you can do is to educate yourself and choose not to purchase these 
products. 

Before planting, take time to have a few planning Garden Coning 
Sessions to become cohesive with the Team members, to co-create the 
layout of the garden, bless the land, perform an “Opening the Garden” 
blessing, address the needs of the soil and balance the land, environment 
and air.  

Purchase high quality heritage and organically produced seeds and 
plants, preferably locally grown and have a good plan where each seed 
will be planted to receive the appropriate amount of sunlight and water. 
Take into consideration other needs of the plant such as physical 
support and protection from insects, animals and weather. 

Congratulations! You are now ready to begin planting! There are several 
things to take into consideration when consciously working with the 
Devic Realm. Understand that they are the co-creators and hold the 
blueprint of each plant and substance in the garden, including rocks and 
soil. Who can give you better advice than the designers and creators?  

I have had several amazing experiences as a result of following their 
advice. Sometimes it made me wonder about my sanity, yet later I would 
realize why they asked me to do something in a specific manner. Trust 
the process as well as your intuition. 
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As we talked about earlier, each seed grows in a specific manner, 
following the genetic coding in its cellular memory. When you plant a 
radish seed, you can expect to grow a radish. The excitement of growing 
your own food comes as a result of this next step. It is the secret why 
eating locally grown organic food is superior than consuming the same 
product grown hundreds of miles away. 

First, the soil itself has an imprint. Where you walk, especially when you 
are barefoot, becomes imprinted with your energetic field. This includes 
the soil, rocks, air, water, garden art, utensils and everything else you 
encounter. That is why “there is no place like home.” Not only does it 
feel more comfortable because of your familiarity with the space, but 
you actually become a part of  your environment. This happens on a 
cellular level, as well as etherically.  

The oxygen molecules you inhale and exhale are a part of you. The soil 
absorbs in your body and when you eat the plants where you live, 
another huge part of you becomes locked and interchanged with the 
environment. To take this to a deeper level, using your own excrement 
in the composting and fertilization of the plants completes the cycle. 

I know many of you will cringe at the thought of pooping in your 
poppies, but when you eat a healthy diet, especially vegetarian or kosher 
meats, and the composting process is complete, there is no danger of 
bacterium that will harm you.  

The problem with using manure, human or animal, in the compost pile 
comes from what the poopers ate. Factory cows are fed corn and other 
feed that is not part of their natural diets, causing e-coli to grow in their 
stomachs. They are injected with antibiotics,  hormones and other toxic 
substances and often forced to live in pens that are no less horrible than 
what humans endured during the holocaust.  
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These animals are sick and disease-ridden, then fed to other animals and 
humans who excrete these toxic substances and bacteria. Unless you are 
a strict vegetarian or eat only meat that has been humanely and 
organically grown, do not compost your excrement, especially for plants 
you intend to eat. 

When you are ready to plant your seeds, gather all the equipment you 
need. Take the seeds in your hand, look at them, bless them and thank 
them. For tiny seeds, like radishes and tomatoes, hold the seeds in the 
palm of your hand, then spit on them to begin the germination process. 
For larger seeds, hold them in your mouth for 5–10 minutes, being sure 
not to damage them with your teeth. This activity encodes the seeds with 
your genetic map and entwines you together energetically. 

Open your heart and send love to the seeds for several minutes. During 
this time, ask the Deva and Nature Spirit of that specific plant to help 
the seedlings grow into healthy plants, providing the nutrients that the 
seeds and you need.  Make a commitment with the seeds that you will be 
diligent and watchful in order to protect them and to give them whatever 
they need. Visualize them growing into maturity and thank them for 
their sacrifice to help you and those who will eat them to survive. 

Recognize that you are one with these seeds and with the entire universe. 
You and the seeds are just one tiny speck of the universal Path of 
Oneness. Connecting energetically with other life forms on this level 
creates a sense of peace and bliss. You may feel silly doing this at first, 
but once you begin to connect and grasp the reality of what is 
happening, you will be hooked! 

Before planting the seeds into the ground, offer them to the sun, even if 
it is hiding behind the clouds. Say a prayer of gratitude and love to your 
Creator, the Heavenly Helpers, the Earth, Sun, Moon, insects and 
anyone or anything else that comes to your mind. These emotions will 
highly energize you, the seeds, the garden and surrounding area. 
Whenever possible, well up these feelings when you enter the garden to 
work or play. You will be amazed at the difference in your plants.  
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These heart-felt rituals were part of the reason for the incredible health 
and size of the plants at Findhorn in Scotland and Perelandra in Virginia. 
It is also the reason why many indigenous people throughout the world 
are able to grow foods in the most unlikely places. The power of 
conscious prayer, when requesting assistance from Heavenly Helpers is 
unimaginable to the human brain. 

Walk barefoot in your garden whenever possible. Use hand tools rather 
than machinery when possible. Tune into the Nature Spirits and ask for 
their help as you walk through the garden. Be mindful, pay attention and 
attend to the plants’ needs regularly and respectfully. They do have a 
level of consciousness and their sole purpose is to serve you. That is why 
the Devas created them in the first place. It is the Devas’ gift to those 
who chose to create and physically incarnate on Earth and other planets.  

Work together as a team; have ceremonies and parties in the garden. The 
fairies and other Wee Folk love the laughter and get giddy off your 
happy emotions. That is how you can best thank them for their 
assistance. When you are in a happy space, that frequency spreads 
throughout the universe, caressing each living form that it touches. 
Working together, we have the ability to re-create the original pristine 
Garden of Eden state of affairs on Earth. Although not an exact replica, 
it can be an upgrade to the original to reflect the modern needs on the 
surface of the Earth. 

Happy digging! 
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Chapter Nine 

Tender Loving Care 

Throughout the growing season, you are invited to call upon the Devic 
Realm, Pan and Nature Spirits to assist with every aspect of the garden, 
from planting seeds through the harvest, including food storage and 
preparation. Keep in mind that the Devas hold the blueprint of all that 
has ever been manifested in physical form. Pan oversees the balance in 
Nature; call on him especially when things are out of balance, such as an 
overwhelming amount of insects damaging your crops.  

The Nature Spirits are watchful and when you tune in, they can gently 
remind you when it is time to water or give special treatment such as 
pruning or adding nutrients to any of the plants in your care. The 
Brotherhood of Light is interested in helping maintain Places of Peace 
on Earth. Their specialty is not gardening, but in over-seeing places that 
nurture the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual balance of mankind, 
as well as the plant, insect and animal kingdoms. They are available 
anytime and gain much pleasure when asked to be of assistance. 

Chapter Eight deals with the planting phase of the garden while Chapter 
Ten focuses on harvest time. This Chapter focuses on the in-between 
stage. We will share some aspects of gardening with the assumption that 
you are either a seasoned gardener or a novice who will be using other 
resources for general gardening information.  

This section deals with ways to include the Nature Intelligence team as 
part of your daily routine. We highly suggest you use Machaelle Small 
Wright’s Garden Workbook II and other material for more comprehensive 
information. She has dedicated her life to working consciously with the 
Nature Intelligences, primarily as a research center to discover what 
works (and doesn’t work) currently on Earth. New discoveries are being 
made every day. 
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It is up to you to choose how deeply you wish to work with the Nature 
Intelligence team. We will be sharing some ideas; pick and choose what 
feels comfortable to you and by all means, feel free to be creative and 
bring your ideas to the table during Coning Sessions.  

Once you have completed the initial Coning Sessions, blessing 
ceremonies and begun the planting, we suggest that you initiate a Garden 
Coning Session once a week, preferably the same day around the same 
time. During the week, you can call other Coning Sessions as needed or 
tune into just one or two specific members of the team for guidance.  

Garden charts are crucial to easily keep track of the needs of your plants 
and garden equipment. Keep them as simple as possible, only noting 
what is necessary. Take notes regarding any questions or observations 
you wish to discuss with the team during the next Coning Session.  

At least once a week, take a walk through the garden with your charts in 
hand. Note any plants that are showing signs of distress such as wilting, 
discolored leaves and insect damage that could kill the plant. Check the 
irrigation system for leaks and malfunction. Also monitor the increased 
or decreased water needs of the plants during specific growing cycles. 
Note if the plant’s support systems such as cages, trellises or arbors are 
stable and operative.  

If you really want to see your plants do marvelous things, take a stroll 
through the garden with the Nature Spirits. Send blessings and love to 
each plant. Send the plants thoughts and emotions of gratitude and love. 
Sing to them, talk to them, caress them. Visualize each plant being 
healthy, vibrant and heavy producers. Try it and see what happens!  

Invite the plants to call your name when they need special attention. 
Then when you are in the garden, keep your mind focused on what 
needs to be done, keeping alert so that you hear their reminders and calls 
of distress. 
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SOIL 

Every plant has varying needs for optimal growth including: soil 
temperature, pH, moisture, drainage, type of soil (clay, sandy, loamy) and 
minerals. You can call in the Overlighting Deva of the Garden and the 
Deva of the Soil to ask what each plant needs. Having charts on each 
plant will make the Coning Sessions go faster. See Appendix D for a 
sample Planting Chart. 

First, it would be helpful to make a list of each plant you intend to grow. 
You can then easily research the suggested soil temperature to plant your 
seedlings or starter plants. Log that information on your chart. It is also 
helpful to know the average date when you can expect the last winter 
freeze and the first frost/freeze in the fall. As those times approach, be 
mindful of watching the current weather pattern for surprise cold fronts.  

On your chart, include a column to log the preferred pH range of the 
soil for each plant. Some grow better in acidic soil while others prefer 
more alkaline soil. Test the soil in the garden beds and use amendments 
as needed to balance the pH. Use organic materials that do not have 
added ingredients such as pesticides and herbicides or other toxic 
chemicals. There are probes you can purchase to determine the pH of 
the soil, however a laboratory analysis will give you a much better 
reading. Some County Extension offices will test your soil at no charge.  

Next, check each of the areas you intend to plant for proper soil 
drainage. You may find there are areas that drain well while other areas 
retain water for hours, which could damage the roots and kill the plant. 
If your area is prone to caliche, clay, rock, lava flows or other obstacles, 
you would do well to dig the soil at least 18 inches to remove any 
drainage obstacles. Trees grown in this environment may also have 
difficulty since their root system is so wide spread. Look around at what 
grows naturally on your property for an indicator of what may be going 
on underground.  
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Some plants grow well in sandy soils, such as tomatoes, lettuce, 
strawberries and peppers. Veggies that can tolerate heavier clay soils are 
the brassicas: cabbage, broccoli and brussels sprouts. However, most 
fruits and vegetables, including those just mentioned grow best in fertile, 
well-drained loamy soil. Thus, this is the type of soil to aim for.  

COMPOST 

Most humans are deficient in minerals due to the practice of eating 
mainly mono-cultured foods such as corn and soy beans. These products 
are grown in an unnatural state, being stripped of top soil and nutrients 
after years of farming. In addition, they are sprayed endlessly with toxic 
substances to control insects, weeds and affect their natural growing 
patterns.  

Thus, the plants grown from them do not have the high mineral content 
once found naturally. By adding organic yard waste, veggie and fruit 
scraps to the compost pile, you will be helping to replenish the mineral 
content.  

Laboratory testing can determine if your soil has the nutrients needed to 
grow fruits and veggies. The most common soil amendments are: 
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, sulfur and magnesium. Plants 
also need small amounts of  the trace minerals: boron, chlorine, copper, 
manganese, molybdenum and zinc.  

Composting leaves, grass clippings and non-meat organic kitchen waste 
and adding this material will greatly enhance the condition of the soil. 
Collecting composting materials from friends and organic restaurants 
will give you all the material you need to keep three stages of composting 
flowing throughout the year.  

It may take 2-3 years of actively adding organic composting material to 
truly enhance the soil in your garden. However, it is well worth the effort 
and can save you many dollars as you rely more on free composting 
material rather than purchasing expensive soil amendments. Read more 
about composting in Chapter Thirteen. 
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FERTILIZER 

Educate yourself on the various soil amendments. Many are simply 
chemical additives and extremely toxic to the soil and thus wreak havoc 
on the animal and human’s body systems who ingest these foods. A 
basic rule of thumb, if it wasn’t grown naturally and organically, avoid it.  

Blood meal is often used to increase the nitrogen content of soil. Bone 
meal is a common source to enhance phosphorus levels. However, keep 
in mind that these are usually a product from beef slaughterhouses 
where the cows have been treated inhumanely, injected with hormones, 
antibiotics and other toxic chemicals, forced to stand in their own 
excrement and often die horrible deaths from disease and the butchering 
process. The energy of torture, fear, disease, and the toxic materials are 
held in the meal. Unless you are skilled at transmuting these types of 
energy and if you do not want to contribute to the slaughterhouse 
industry, I would suggest you use an alternative method to balance 
nitrogen and phosphorus in your garden’s soil.  

Some alternatives to increase the nitrogen in your soil is to compost 
using yard waste, veggie scraps, fresh healthy cow and poultry manure, 
alfalfa meal, feather meal, fish meal and soybean meal. Be careful though 
because most soybeans are now GMO. Ground bone is by far the best 
ingredient to increase the phosphorus level but you can also use lobster 
shells and wood ash. Potassium sources include molasses, seaweed and 
wood ashes. Organic sources of the trace minerals can easily be found 
online.  

Maintaining good soil nutrients is time-consuming, a year round project, 
whether you are mixing them into the soil, spraying or sprinkling on top 
or mulching with leaves and other organic materials. However, there is a 
much easier means to maintaining the balance of the soil, if you are of 
the belief and have the ability to do a little magic.  
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Call in the Devas, Pan and Nature Spirits to help with a special Soil 
Balancing Coning Session. First, you will need to understand that Nature 
Spirits tend to be local entities. They don’t usually travel from one area 
to another.  

So, if you are asking them to do something that is not naturally occurring 
in your region, they may not understand what you are talking about. 
Gardening in itself is a human creation, Nature does not plant in rows 
using store-bought seeds, etc. Thus clear communication is needed to do 
the following exercise.  

Open the Coning Session with the intention of gathering information 
that is needed to balance the soil and give it the nutrients needed for the 
specific plants. I tried an experiment that worked so well, I would like to 
share it with you. Expand on it, using your creativity and passion. I was 
gardening in the Arizona desert which was mainly caliche, lava, rock and 
clay.  

The soil was toxic from years of “acid raid” from the smelters during the 
years the copper mines were operative. I also had to deal with harsh 
winds and weather conditions found in a desert mountainous region. 
The soil needed EVERYTHING and I didn’t want to spend a fortune 
adding amendments.  

Years before, I had the intuition to use my powdered green drink mix, 
Barlean’s Greens, as a fertilizer for my indoor plants. The plants loved it! 
When I set up the garden in Arizona, during my weekly Coning Session, 
the Devas suggested that I add the green mix to the soil in the garden. 
At the time, I didn’t have any compost or other amendments to add to 
the soil. It would cost a fortune to use the Barlean’s as the temporary 
sole nutrient source.  

When I mentioned that I didn’t want to pay that amount of money 
(remember you can set parameters during these Sessions), they showed 
me a way to keep my costs down and it worked magnificently! 
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They instructed me to take a pinch of the Barlean’s powder and hold it 
in the open palm of my hand. I chose to test the method on some irises 
that I had recently replanted. Both beds received the same amount of 
sunlight and water; they were separated by about five feet. I called in the 
Deva of Irises and asked if the Barlean’s Greens powder that was in the 
palm of my hand would be beneficial for the health of the irises.  

I was given an affirmative answer. I then asked the Deva to use the 
essence of the powder in my hand to fertilize just the south bed of irises. 
I also told her the name of the product and asked her to remember this 
formulation for the future. I waited about two minutes until I felt it was 
done. You can also use a pendulum or kinesiology to determine when 
the process is complete.  

I was then told that the energy of the Barlean’s Greens was expended, so 
I just brushed it off my hands. Within two weeks, the results were 
amazing! The irises in the bed “treated” just once with the Barlean’s 
Greens were twice as healthy, tall, vibrant and bloomed profusely 
compared to the other bed, even three years after I moved off the 
property! I did the same thing at my next garden and the irises bloomed 
all year long! 

You can use this process for anything, including vitamins and other 
supplements. Take a small portion of the product, whether it is powder, 
liquid, capsule or pill. Call in the Overlighting Deva of whatever you 
want to enhance: your body, plants, pets, etc. Tell them the name of the 
product, ask if this product is for the highest good of what you wish to 
accomplish (such as your health).  

If you get an affirmative (you can use a pendulum, kinesiology or your 
intuition to receive the answer), then ask the Deva to use the energetic 
essence of the product (only what is in your hand) and apply it in the 
proper dosage to the plant, animal or yourself.  
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You can also ask that this dosage be applied on a regular (daily, weekly) 
basis. The Deva can help you determine the proper dosage amount and 
time frame. If you plan to do this for a long time, ask the Deva how 
often you should redo the request. I do not recommend relying solely on 
this method for prescribed medications. 

Here is an important reminder. Once you put the amount of substance in the 
palm of your hand, close the lid on the rest of the material. Tell the Deva 
to only use what is in your hand and to let you know if more needs to be 
added. They only need enough to recognize what the substance is. If you 
do not close the lid and set it away from your body, the energy from the 
remainder in the container may get used up during the procedure.  

INSECT CONTROL 

When you have a healthy, balanced garden, you will find that you have 
less of an insect problem, especially if there is plenty of vegetation in the 
area. However, there are times when insects get out of control. Call in 
the Overlighting Deva of the Garden and the Deva of whatever insect 
you are having difficulties with for advice. 

Sometimes the problem can be solved by growing more plants than you 
plan to consume. Thus if you lose 30% of your crop to insects, disease 
and other problems, you will still have plenty for yourself. If there are 
specific insects that are known to be overabundant in your area, consider 
growing plants that deter them or weeds they can dine on. To keep your 
insect population under control, make your garden welcome to birds, 
lizards, praying mantises, lady bugs, bats and other insect diners. 

Do not use toxic pesticides and insecticides, for this will destroy any 
balance in the garden. Many of these substances also affect the Wee 
Folks living in the Unseen Realm. They can also alter the genetic make-
up of some plants and worse yet, you will ingest these toxic substances 
when you walk through the garden and when you consume the plants. 
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Even if you only spray your tomato plants, the toxins wash off into the 
soil and the spray can float to other areas of the garden. The Devas, Pan 
and Nature Spirits will leave the area and not help if you insist on using 
toxic chemicals. 

Research available organic methods and insect control tips. Then ask the 
Coning team which is best suited to your needs. Keep in mind that in 
Nature, there are things that happen beyond human control. Sometimes 
these events are a way for Nature to balance itself, such as lightning 
causing forest fires. If this is the year that the grasshoppers are on the 
rampage, expect to shed a few tears at your loss and keep pressing on. 

CRITTER CONTROL 

I love cats, but am not fond of them eating the wild birds. I love dogs, 
but not crazy when the neighbor’s pets trample and defecate in my 
garden. Same goes for squirrels, raccoons, possums and other wildlife. 
These critters can cause much damage, destroying all you have worked 
for.  

When you are having problems with a particular type of critter, call in 
the Overlighting Deva of the Garden and Deva of the specific animal 
that is creating havoc in your garden. Ask for advice on how to co-
habitat peacefully or ask for intervention in encouraging the critters to 
dig and dine elsewhere. 

If you have a pond or other source of water, especially in an area where 
there is no other water, you will attract wildlife. The same for food 
sources. If there is a lack of natural food sources, you can expect 
unwelcome diners. 

One solution is to plant more than you expect to harvest. If you have 
fruit trees, allow the critters to enjoy those that fall on the ground. If 
your garden is enclosed, consider collecting the excess fruits and veggies 
and tossing them on the other side of the fence in hopes they will not 
raid the garden. 
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With the permission of the Devas, wild traps may be necessary to 
relocate the raiders. Animals’ behaviors are instinctual. They hunt to 
survive. When they come across food, they will do all in their power to 
get past obstacles such as fences and netting, especially if easily available 
food is not nearby. Be mindful when using nets and other devices to 
protect your plants, so they do not kill or maim the animals.  

The Devas can help you formulate a plan to help balance the critter 
problem. They can also be mediators, communicating your needs and 
the critters’ needs until an agreement can be reached. If you intend to set 
death traps, let the Deva warn the critter that its life is in danger. Like 
you, animals have free will, although theirs is based more on instinct and 
learned behaviors. At least they will know that danger lurks nearby. In 
most cases, they will move on if they are shown another place where 
they can obtain the resources they need.  

WEEDS 

Some weeds are needed to keep the insect population in balance, provide 
seeds for birds, hold the soil and to attract butterflies and bees. Larger 
weeds may be helpful to shade other plants, as long as they do not take 
the water and nutrients needed by the garden plants. Some weeds add 
needed nutrients to the soil and when their foliage is added to the 
compost pile. Some weeds such as dandelions are very tasty and full of 
nutrients. Before weeding, call in the Overlighting Deva of the Garden 
and ask which weeds are beneficial and which should be pulled. 
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Chapter Ten 

Harvest Time 

Reaping the benefits of the garden is highly rewarding when your hard 
work and planning comes to fruition. Planning the harvest is just as 
important as any other aspect of the garden. Know the signs of harvest 
time for each of your plants and make preparations well in advance for 
their storage, drying and processing.  

Plan well ahead for unexpected weather. As mentioned previously, know 
the average frost and freeze dates for your region. Create a Frost 
Tolerance Chart for each of your fruits and veggies, noting which are 
tender, tolerant and hardy. Thus, when the temperatures start to get 
cooler, with one quick glance, you will know which plants need to be 
brought in, covered or given extra heat. I have included a sample Frost 
Tolerance Chart in Appendix E. 

Leafy herbs are best harvested in the early morning before the sun dries 
their natural moisture and oils. Have a place prepared where you can 
loosely bunch and hang them upside down and away from the sun, dust 
and insects. Be sure they are brittle dry and insect free before storage, 
otherwise they may become moldy or eaten by insects trapped in the 
container.  

Many people toss away the leaves of root veggies, yet most are nutritious 
like beet and radish greens. With plants you intend to eat, note which 
parts are safe to eat and the signs of when they are ripe. For instance, 
fried green tomatoes are a tasty treat but green potatoes can kill you. The 
leaves of night shade plants such as tomatoes and potatoes contain 
alkaloids that can be toxic, unless processed in a specific manner.  
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Although the Devas can give you advice on when and how to harvest, 
they are not “trained” to give you advice on how to process or store 
fruits and vegetables, for this was not part of the original plan for these 
plants. Fruits and vegetables were designed to be eaten fresh and raw at 
their peak of ripeness. They were never designed to be refrigerated, 
canned, cooked or transported hundreds of miles.  

However, the Devas can share information they have seen other humans 
do that was successful. You can also glean this material yourself by 
researching and calling in Heavenly Helpers who were once incarnate 
and are specialized in processing foods. Researching various methods of 
food preparation and storage is invaluable information so that you can 
pick and choose methods that fit your time, money and energy needs.  

If you were to ask a Deva what would be the best way to process apples, 
she would likely suggest that you pick the apple off the tree and start 
munching or share with friends, leaving the rest for the wildlife and 
natural plant cycle.  

However, you may want to preserve the apples longer by drying them, 
making applesauce or other yummy treats. Therefore, talk with others, 
do research and choose what works best for you. When it comes to 
canning and preserving, the Ball Blue Book Guide to Preserving has tons of 
invaluable information. Keep in mind that the more you chop, dice, 
cook and freeze food products, the more life force energy, enzymes, 
vitamin and mineral content will be lost. Use raw food recipes to gain 
the most nutrients from your fruits and veggies. 

While you are harvesting, there are several practices you may want to 
consider, all involving gratitude for the plants and Heavenly Helpers. 
First, they love to be honored and appreciated for their hard work. After 
all, the Devas are the ones who co-created each species you have grown. 
They love to see others enjoying their manifested ideas. Consider having 
a harvest party or ceremony in their honor and for having the 
opportunity to be alive on Earth and able to experience growing your 
own food.  
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Next, the Nature Spirits experience great delight when asked to help 
produce not only the harvest, but the feeding of the insects, animals and 
all others who will partake in the beauty, design and function of the 
garden. Consider offering some of each ripened fruit and veggie on an 
altar dedicated to the Unseen garden helpers. Thank them for their help 
and for sharing their wisdom with you. 

Plan to share some of what you produce with family, friends, strangers, 
the elderly, the homeless and others in need. Consider creating or joining 
a co-op in your neighborhood where volunteers take the garden surplus 
and deliver them to homeless shelters or local food banks. 
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Chapter Eleven 

After the Harvest 

Harvest time! Enjoy the bounty of your hard work! There are many ways 
the Devas and Nature Spirits can help during this time of year. Just ask, 
knowing that they are not masters of harvesting for the purpose of long-
term storage. 

Research each of the plants you wish to cultivate, knowing their various 
properties and signs of ripeness. This way, you can have clearer 
conversations with the Nature Intelligence representatives during the 
Garden Coning Sessions. Each plant is different and many plants have 
different parts for various purposes. In some cases, you may be growing 
a plant to enjoy its fruits, yet their leaves may have medicinal or 
nutritious properties as well. When you are highly tuned into the team 
members, hearing them in a conscious and clear manner, you can ask 
them about special properties of your plants that you may not currently 
be aware of.  

It is important to know how to tune into your body and those of your 
family who will be eating the bounty from the garden. Thus, when you 
are ready to consume anything, you can tune into your physical body and 
find out whether the food is good for you at that moment. See Chapter 
Sixteen for more information on using dowsing methods to determine 
your body’s specific needs.  

There are several factors to consider before consuming any food, 
whether from your garden, while foraging or store-bought. What might 
be good for you in one moment may be harmful at another time. For 
instance, if your immunity system is strong, even if you are allergic to a 
substance, you may not notice any consequences. Yet, when in a 
weakened condition, you may break out in hives or experience other 
allergic reactions such as difficulty breathing. 
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Food combining is another important consideration. You may eat 
oatmeal every morning and not have any problems. Yet you begin to 
notice that every time you add fruit and nuts to the oatmeal, you feel 
bloated and get indigestion. In this case, the fruits may have digested 
rapidly and begun to ferment while being trapped with the oatmeal, 
seeds and nuts that take longer to digest.  

Another common occurrence is food sensitivity to substances eaten on a 
daily basis. Gluten products can cause health problems, partly due to the 
amount consumed. Most things, in small or moderate amounts will not 
affect the health of the body too much, if the body is given the rest and 
nutrients needed to balance itself. Constantly bombarded with allergens 
such as wheat, dairy and sugar, the body can go into overload, creating 
health issues. 

Modern diets include an enormous amount of GMO products, toxic 
preservatives and additives, as well as processing methods including high 
heat and microwaving, all causing different problems. The human body 
is a marvelous machine, able to adapt and balance itself, yet when 
constantly fed substances that are not good for it, the immunity system 
will eventually break down. In addition to these stressors, sugars, 
especially artificial chemical sweeteners and unhealthy processed forms 
such as high fructose corn syrup, creates more havoc on the body.  

Most diseases can quickly and easily be eradicated by switching to a raw, 
organic, live food diet. Once your health is stabilized, you can then eat 
some of the “no, no” foods once in awhile. However, if you take time to 
create healthy, yummy recipes, even your sugar cravings will eventually 
disappear. 

Fruit and vegetables immediately begin the dying process once they are 
plucked or uprooted. Therefore, they begin to lose their life force, the 
energy that is required to keep you, the consumer alive and well. Thus, 
when it is time to harvest your foods, eat as much as you can in its raw, 
natural state, as soon as possible after plucking it from the plant. 
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If you are looking for grain substitutes, there are three that you may be 
able to grow in your garden. First is amaranth, a tall plant with tiny seeds 
and large, profuse leafs. The seeds can be gathered and used as a cereal, 
while the leaves are edible or can be used for composting material. 
Quinoa and buckwheat are grain substitutes that are nutritious, yet easier 
on the digestive system.  

The Devas can be very helpful when it comes to choosing foods to 
consume. Remember, they are the co-creators of all things in physical 
form. Not only do they hold the blueprints for the soil, air and plants 
you have grown, they also hold the blueprints for the human body. Thus 
they are highly qualified to tell you which products are healthy for your 
unique body. The Devas live in the “here and now” so when you ask 
questions, know they are giving answers related to right now. You can 
also tune directly into your body using dowsing methods mentioned in 
Chapter Sixteen. 

If you ask Devas if pears are healthy for you, they may say “yes.” 
However, you cannot tell if an apple was sprayed with insecticides by 
just looking at it, but they can read the energy signature of the pear and 
know that this specific one is not good for you to eat right now. 

In the store, you may hold two products and ask which is better for you. 
That does not mean that either are healthy for you. They are answering 
your question in a literal way; A is better for you than B. However, if you 
ask if either of these products are healthy for you, you may get a “no” 
response.  

Thus, it is important that you research the foods you consume, the 
ingredients in the products you buy, and the processing methods, 
especially of meat. The way foods are processed are a new invention, 
many coming into use in your lifetime or the generation before. There 
are many harmful toxins that are added to help speed ripening, to slow 
ripening, to make products look more appetizing or to last longer on the 
shelf.  
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The mechanical processing of foods has never been done to this extent 
before and people living in industrialized nations are having alarmingly 
growing numbers of diseases never known to exist before. This is also 
occurring to pets that have never been exposed to these substances 
before.  

When you have more knowledge, you will then know what questions to 
ask and receive better guidance. The Nature Intelligence representatives 
cannot and will not educate you on matters that you do not ask about. 
They cannot force you to do anything. They are here to help and assist 
those who are ready to move forward, taking positive steps in their 
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual growth. They will not waste 
their time on people who continually complain but do not take steps to 
make their dreams a reality. 

We all waver; that is part of the human experience. The Spirit Guides 
know this and many are patient with us, waiting and hoping for us to ask 
for assistance. But, free will prevails and as the proverb goes, “You can 
lead a horse to water, but you can’t make him drink.”  

Therefore, your health, wealth and mental attitude is in your control. 
Isn’t this the way you would prefer it? Not many of us like to be told 
what to do. Yet, let’s make life easier for ourselves and the Spirit Guides 
and make wiser choices. We can start by educating ourselves and 
working together to create healthy gardening communities and working 
as a team with our human and Nature Intelligence co-creators.  
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Chapter Twelve 

Closing the Garden 

Although a garden is never officially “closed,” there comes a time each 
season when the harvest is complete and it is time to prepare the garden 
to rest during the winter. This is a perfect time to perform a Closing the 
Garden Ceremony to celebrate the gifts of bounty and joy you received 
since opening the garden the previous spring. 

There is no set date to “close” the garden, that will be determined by the 
completion of the harvest, which will be a different date each year. 
However, we encourage you to use the energy of the winter solstice to 
perform a ceremony, a renewal of gratitude and appreciation for not 
only the hard work you have put into the garden, but also to express 
gratitude for the support from the Unseen Be-ings that have helped each 
step of the way. 

The Closing the Garden Ceremony can be done anyway you choose. 
There are no set rules or mandatory procedures. Use the tools you are 
familiar with and that please you, such as: sage, sweetgrass, incense, 
candles, stones, essence oils, rattles, drums, singing and chanting. 

This ceremony can be performed with only you in attendance. However, 
we suggest that you invite anyone who participated in the garden 
throughout the past year and anyone living on the land. If you prefer, 
make it a larger public gathering. Go into prayer and ask for guidance on 
how best to conduct the Closing the Garden Ceremony. You can also 
call a Garden Coning Session and ask the team for suggestions. 

The main thing is to express gratitude for all the garden helpers, both 
human and in the Unseen Realms. Thank the plants themselves, being 
grateful for the opportunity to be here on Earth, able to experience what 
you accomplished. Not all Realms are physical manifestations.  
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Many plants on Earth have been tried and tested on other planets, with 
input from myriads of Devas, thus an Earthly garden is cherished 
throughout the Cosmos.  

Gardens that are attended to by conscious Be-ings, whether they are 
human or others, create a powerful Place of Peace where love is 
generated. This love flows freely throughout the uni-verse, blessing 
everyone and everything that it encounters. On a deeper level, the 
garden filled with love IS part of the whole, the Oneness, lending 
support and energy to the high vibrations of love and gratitude. Thus 
what you are creating by toiling in a garden is an imprint that affects All. 
It is much more than just providing sustenance for the human body.  

Ceremonies and daily reminders to be at peace and filled with gratitude 
every time you enter the garden exponentially increases the Love 
vibration throughout the uni-verse. This is no small thing. Take a few 
moments to grasp this idea.  

Remember the connections you made with the Nature Intelligence 
representatives. Feel the love and joy coming from the Unseen Realm of 
those involved with your garden. Then see the flow of love and gratitude 
as it ripples forth from your heart toward those involved with your 
garden and out into the uni-verse and know that you have done well. 

Be mindful not to dwell on “negative” things that happened throughout 
the year, whether they were the result of your negligence, another’s 
disruptions or Nature. View all as growing experiences and gaining of 
knowledge. Choose to make other choices, if that feels right for you.  

Every garden is unique and has its rewards and challenges. No garden is 
the same year after year, for there are a myriad of factors involved that 
change the daily dynamics. Do your best and allow yourself the 
satisfaction of performing something that very few have accomplished. 
This past year has been unique to you. Be grateful for each and every 
experience and look with joy towards the days ahead. 
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Aside from the spiritual and esoteric aspects of closing the garden, there 
are also physical things that need to be done. Call in the Garden Coning 
team for advice on what to do about composting, soil preparation and 
plans for the winter garden, if this is something you will be doing. This is 
also a good time to ask if any special blessings or procedures need to be 
done to the soil to replenish its energy and physical needs.  

If erosion is a problem in your area, consider a winter cover crop such as 
legumes or hay to hold the soil in place as well as give nutrition to the 
soil. This is also a good time to catch up on things that may have been 
neglected during the hectic growing season, such as organizing your 
gardening tools, repairing broken items and beginning to dream your 
goals for next year’s garden. 

We thank you for the time you have taken to read these words and for 
the choice you have made to consciously work with us in the Unseen 
Realms. It is an honor and privilege to be asked to work with you. Call 
on us anytime, for we never sleep and can be in many places at one time.  

Our world is not delineated by time and space such as you currently 
experience on Earth. Helping you gives us great joy and assists us along 
our chosen Paths, for you see we are not “perfect gods” but spiritual 
beings, just like you, each making conscious choices of what we wish to 
experience each moment.  

The only thing that differs between us is that we are not locked into the 
Realm of amnesia and duality in a dense physical environment. Yet know 
and remember that you chose to come to Earth, at this time. It was not a 
punishment, it was you, creating on our level and desiring to participate 
in the play. Without those who have entered into carnality, there would 
be no purpose for the Devic Realm, for why create physical objects if 
there is no one to enjoy or use them?  
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Without you choosing humanity, there would be no role for the 
Brotherhood of Light, for they are here expressly to help with your 
experience in physicality. If there was no one who wanted to experience 
living in a physical body, we would all simply merge back to the same 
Source from which we all came. Thus, know that your choice to be on 
Earth was not taken lightly by you, nor is it taken lightly by us. You are 
blessed and we honor and respect you for the life you are living, no 
matter how mundane or unimportant it may feel to you at times.  

Be of good cheer, we are always near. No distance separates us.  

The Team. 
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Chapter Thirteen 

Composting 

There are many methods and schools of thought when it comes to 
composting. Research various methods and try what works best for the 
region where you reside. If you live in the United States, check to see if 
you have a local agricultural county extension. They provide a ton of free 
information suited to your particular area.  

Be creative and find out what works best for your schedule and 
environment. You can check online, borrow books at your local library 
or visit your local gardening center for more information. Years ago, I 
picked up a wonderful free composting guide at Home Depot. 

WHY COMPOST? 

 The average American household generates 230 pounds of food 
waste per person per year. Together they represent 20 to 30% of 
the municipal waste stream.  

 Composting is a simple, convenient, odor-less way to dispose of 
yard and kitchen wastes.  

 It can be easier and cheaper than bagging these wastes and putting 
them in the garbage.  

 With home composting, less garbage is sent to the landfill.  

 Through composting, yard and kitchen wastes are converted into a 
valuable organic soil amendment that can be used with house 
plants, lawns, flower and vegetable gardens.  

 Compost will build up the low levels of organic matter found in 
many soils and improve plant growth by adding nutrients.  
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 Composting saves money by reducing your need for commercial 
fertilizers.  

 Composting also saves water by increasing the soil's moisture 
holding capacity.  

HOW TO SPEED UP THE COMPOSTING PROCESS 

You can have compost in 2-3 months if you intensively manage your 
compost pile. Mix brown and green wastes to get a proper carbon to 
nitrogen balance. To achieve this, mix one load of brown plant 
materials (dry leaves and woody plant stalks) with one load of green 
plant materials (fruit and vegetable scraps, garden and grass 
clippings).  

 Sprinkle each layer with a thin coat of soil.  

 Shred or chop large plant material into smaller pieces before 
adding to the pile.  

 Water and turn your pile weekly. Turning the pile with a fork or 
spade incorporates oxygen, mixes the brown and green materials 
and makes your compost pile as moist as a wrung-out sponge. 

 A pile 3' x 3' x 3' or larger is ideal in maintaining the desired pile 
temperatures between 90 - 140 Farenheidt. 

 Use a temperature probe to determine how well the pile is 
cooking. 

 Composting is complete when you have a uniform dark brown, 
crumbly, earthy smelling product. 
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WHAT TO COMPOST 

YES YES NO 

GREEN 
High in Nitrogen 

BROWN 
High in Carbon 

Do Not Use  
the Following 

Tea and Coffee  
Grounds 

Dried Leaves  
and Grass 

Meat Scraps 

Fruit and Vegetable 
Scraps 

Alfalfa and Straw Fats or Oils 

Flowers Shredded Paper 
(Not too much ink) 

Dairy Products 

Feathers Tree Bark and  
Small Twigs 

Plastic or Metal 

Hair  Pet Manure 
 

Fresh Manure  Charcoal  
Briquettes 

  Diseased Plants 
 

  Seeds 
 

  Black Walnut or 
Eucalyptus Leaves 
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When possible, layer in green, high nitrogen materials (grass clippings, 
food scraps and manure) with brown, high carbon materials (dry plant 
material, leaves and woody plant stalks). If the pile has too little nitrogen, 
the growth of microorganisms slows down, delaying the composting 
process. A sprinkling of soil between layers will add micro-organisms to 
the pile. Tree trimmings are best left for community pick-up and 
shredding. 

HOME COMPOSTING, THE LAZY WAY 

Normal yard and kitchen wastes can be easily converted into a valuable 
soil amendment through home composting. If turning the compost pile 
is something you dread to do, try the “dump and run” approach. Be 
aware that if materials are shredded and turned weekly, mature compost 
can be produced in 2-3 months. The “dump and run” approach will take 
12 - 18 months. However, there will be no difference in the quality of 
the end product. 

 Locate your compost pile so that it is a shorter trip from the 
kitchen door, yard and garden than to the garbage can or 
dumpster.  

 Stand discarded pallets on edge and wire them together in a square 
at the corners to make an excellent compost bin.  

 Pick a shady spot.  

 Add to your pile as materials are available, but otherwise, leave it 
alone.  

 Turn it only if odors develop.  
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MOISTURE 

 Inadequate moisture in dry, windy climates may cause slow 
decomposition.  

 A good practice is to water the pile once a week during hot, dry, 
windy days.  

 Increase water detention by smoothing out the pile rather than 
creating a peak.  

 Place the compost pile in the shade under a tree to reduce 
evaporation.  

 A larger pile - 3' x 3' x 3' - is ideal and will more effectively retain 
moisture.  

 Water less often if you live in a humid, rainy region. 

OXYGEN 

 Keep good aeration in mind, alternating coarse and fine materials, 
as the pile is built.  

 Aeration can become a problem when large amounts of fresh grass 
clippings are added, which tend to mat up, cutting off oxygen. 
When this happens, the pile begins to smell, as anaerobic 
decomposition begins. This can be avoided by layering the grass 
clippings over the top of the pile or by spreading them out and 
letting them dry before adding them to the pile. Better yet, leave 
grass clippings on the lawn where they can serve as a natural 
fertilizer.  

 Check the pile for odors. When odor occurs, turn the pile with a 
fork or spade to incorporate oxygen. 
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TEMPERATURE AND TIME 

 The larger and hotter the pile, the faster it will compost.  

 Adequate temperature is rarely a problem in hot, arid climates as 
long as green, highly nitrogen materials are continually added.  

 Organic refuse has excellent insulation properties; composting will 
continue unabated in warmer climates.  

 To test, stick a broom or hoe handle into the pile, leave it a few 
minutes, then pull it out. If it is warm to the touch, the pile is 
cooking.  

 With passive composting, the outer layer of material may not 
decompose.  

 When opening the pile to extract compost, incorporate any 
uncomposted material into next year's pile or use it as a mulch. 

COMPOSTING TIPS 

 Because cows' food is digested through several stomachs, their 
manure has less seeds than horse manure, which means less likely for 
you to have unwanted weeds. 

 Consider having 3 composting bins, one for organic material that is 
already composted and ready to use, another for ones that are still 
cooking and a new pile. 

 Locating a sprinkler near the compost pile allows it to get moisture, 
when needed, just be sure it doesn’t get too much water. 

 Night critters rarely dig in the compost if you cover it completely so 
the smell doesn't lure them. However, if you have pets or wild critters 
that get into your compost, you can do several things. One easy 
solution is to lay chicken mesh fencing over it and weigh it down.  
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 It takes about 6 months for kitchen scraps to decompose, with the 
assistance of red wiggler worms.  

 You can go online to find plans to build bins to keep the bandits out. 
Bins can be built out of wire or wood fencing. Cheap building 
materials can be found at garage sales or asking friends for items they 
don't use anymore. Two other great sources are craigslist and 
freecycle.org. I have built sturdy bins using pallets that were slated for 
the dumpster.  

 You can use discarded bathtubs for small composting piles. They also 
make great worm beds! 

 Ideally, compost piles should be about 3 feet square. This allows the 
inner section to heat up, killing seeds and organisms. However, it will 
also kill your worm population. But the good news is, worms always 
have a way of magically re-appearing! 

 Be sure if you use someone else’s manure, that they aren’t using 
diatomaceous earth to thwart the fly population. This substance also 
kills earthworms, which are your garden’s best friend. 

 If you are composting carefully, you will not have a problem with flies 
nor many other insects.  

 There also should not be a foul odor. If your pile stinks, you may be 
adding meat or greasy products or your ratio of carbon versus 
nitrogen may be off balance. Most likely, your pile is too wet. 

 When possible, only use grass clippings, table scraps and other 
composting materials that have been organically produced. Otherwise, 
the chemicals that were in the composting material may remain in the 
pile which you will later be adding to the garden soil. Many 
commercially produced toxic herbicides, pesticides, insecticides and 
preservatives will not break down, even when processed through a 
heat-producing compost pile. 
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 You can ask that a Deva or Nature Spirit oversee your compost pile 
and tune into their presence for year ‘round comments and 
suggestions. They can also assist you with keeping down the 
population of insects such as roly-polys, if you ask.  

 If you need more composting material than you can generate on your 
own, consider a few of the following sources. Ask a local organic 
market or restaurant if you can have their scraps. You may need to 
provide clean buckets with lids. Ask owners of barnyard animals who 
feed their animals an organic diet if you can have their manure. Local 
feed stores that sell hay or alfalfa might let you sweep up what falls on 
the ground at no charge.  

 Place an ad in the paper or by word of mouth that you are looking for 
leaves. Keep an eye out in the fall for people placing bags of leaves at 
the curb for the garbage collector.  

 Ask friends and neighbors who eat organically if they will save their 
table scraps for you.  

 Plant a winter cover crop to prevent erosion or add nutrients to the 
soil, in the spring, you can add the greens to the compost pile.  

 Avoid using animal products and oils in the composting pile because 
they can smother and thwart the composting process. They also are 
more likely to draw the attention of animals and insects and become 
the bane of the neighborhood due to the awful smell. 

  Horse Manure Tea: Place manure in a bucket and let soak 2-3 weeks. 
Rehydrate as needed. Dilute with water. Spray or pour around the 
base of the plants you wish to fertilize. Be sure not to spray manure 
on plants with leaves you intend to eat, such as broccoli or lettuce. 

 If you want to add more mineral content to your compost pile, you 
can use Barlean’s Greens or any other organic substance that has the 
components you want to use. Simply place a small amount of the 
substance in the palm of your open hand. Close the lid on the 
container and step away from it.  
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 Ask the Deva of the compost pile or Nature Spirits to use the essence 
of the substance and amplify the energy of it and place it energetically 
into the entire compost pile to enhance its make-up. Do this right 
before you plan to spread the “black gold” in your garden for 
maximum efficiency, otherwise some of the nutrients may be lost 
during the composting process. This sounds “airy fairy” but if you 
hold a strong intention and believe it can be done, magic will happen! 

With a little conscious planning, you can make your composting area 
easy to care for when using the practices found in nature: shady location, 
organic materials, aeration and proper amounts of water, carbon and 
nitrogen. Let the digesting critters and enzymes do the work for you. 
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COMPOST TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE 

SYMPTOMS PROBABLE 
CAUSE 

SOLUTION 

Rotten Odor Poor Aeration Turn pile with a 
spade or pitchfork 

Center of Pile is Dry Not Enough 
Moisture 

Add water. 

Does Not Heat Up Pile size is too small 
or lacks nitrogen 

Add to the pile.  

Mix in nitrogen 
sources such as grass 
clippings, kitchen 
scraps and manure. 

Animal Disturbance, 
Flies, Gnats 

Exposed Meat 
or Food Scraps 

Do not compost 
animal products like 
meat scraps, fatty 
foods and dairy 
products.  

Cover kitchen scraps 
with a layer of soil or 
grass clippings.  

Build an animal-
proof bin with 
pallets, cement block 
or wire screen. 
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Chapter Fourteen 

Setting Intentions 

An intention is an idea you would like to create into reality. Consciously 
setting intentions is one phase of the creation process. Before anything 
on Earth or elsewhere throughout the cosmos came into physicality, the 
idea of it was first conceived, thought about, then designed in the Devic 
Realm. This Realm is similar to an Earthly manufacturing plant, as a 
rudimentary example.  

In the Devic Realm, there are inventors who come up with ideas, 
sometimes as a solution to a problem and other times simply as a way to 
make life more comfortable or enjoyable. The inventors take their ideas 
and rudimentary blueprints to the Review Board for suggestions and 
approval. 

Once approved, the necessary team is gathered to create the invention. 
Next, it is tested and re-tested to see how well it performs under any 
expected and unexpected circumstances. Then the prototype is taken to 
the Review Board for further suggestions and recommendations. Once 
approved, the invention goes into production and distribution. 

You, as a human, have limited resources available when it comes to new 
inventions. Like the Devic Realm where all physical matter is created, 
there are specific Laws of the Universe that must be upheld. Certain 
devices, such as nuclear weaponry or anything that affects the fabric of 
the universe in a negative way is inappropriate and may fail when put 
into use, due to intervention from Unseen Forces. 

Cloning and genetic modifications are two other areas of concern. 
Although scientists may be successful, the results can be devastating to 
the genetic structure of those who eat or come into contact with these 
sources. There is much that is unknown while in the human form, 
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especially for those who are not in their integrity or having the highest 
good of all as part of their make-up. 

Some humans are evil or pawns to those whose greed blinds them. 
Much imbalance has occurred as a result of the implementation of their 
creations. This not only means physical objects such as plants and 
animals, but also includes ideas such as governmental regulations and 
banking practices. We say all of this in hopes that you will make 
conscious choices that are for the betterment of you and all who are 
involved when you set your intentions. 

There are four main steps to making your dreams become a part of your 
reality. First, the initial thought or concept comes into your consciousness. 
Next, expand the thought and nurture the desire to do something about it. 
Thirdly, energize the thought with emotion when you begin to feel excited 
about the possibility of attaining the goal. Finally, take steps to create the 
intention. There are a variety of ways to set intentions and a myriad of 
possibilities to make it happen. We will elaborate on just a few. 

INITIAL  THOUGHT 
First step to setting any intention comes from having a thought about 
the subject. This can happen during a conversation, while you are 
reading something or simply “out of the blue.” You may have had the 
thought before, but never followed through, perhaps because you had 
other things on your mind or the timing was not right. 

Humans constantly have a barrage of thoughts floating through their 
minds. Which ones to latch onto and do something about is a unique, 
individual choice. Be mindful that when you have a great idea, that does 
not necessarily mean you are the person who is to implement it. 
Sometimes you may get an idea and are just meant to relay the 
information onto someone else. 

All thoughts float freely throughout the universe. The Law of “Like 
Attracts Light” brings certain thoughts to you, much like a magnet 
attracts steel. Thus, if you have a passion for organic gardening, you are 
likely to have thoughts related to gardening come to you, since this is 
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where your attention is focused. This could be through reading material, 
people you meet or places you pass. 

General thoughtforms on any topic are in existence in the unseen etheric 
field. Whenever there has been a great invention, such as the telephone, 
scientists who have no knowledge of anyone else working on the same 
project seem to pick up the same information, at the same time from 
dreams or non-mental contemplation. The ideas are “out there” and 
when a person is consciously focusing on how to solve a specific 
problem, they are more likely to get the assistance from the Devic Realm 
and etheric field, even if they know nothing about the existence of 
either. 

Thus, when you have a thought that you would like to expand, you 
automatically have the solutions and assistance of the Heavenly Helpers 
available. You just need to ask. When you learn how to tap into the 
Akashic Records, your success is assured, especially if your intentions 
benefit all concerned. 

EXPAND THE THOUGHT 
Once you have decided to do something with a particular thought, you 
can begin to expand the thought by consciously thinking about what you 
would like the outcome to be and how to attain it. 

During this phase of the intentional process, you will begin to see the 
fuller picture. Take time to quiet your mind by taking several deep 
breaths. Once your brain waves slow and you get out of your “left 
brain,” you may begin to find possible glitches and solutions, gain a 
clearer picture of how to attain the goal or you may decide that you 
would rather not follow through with this idea. 

ENERGIZE THE THOUGHT 
Once you choose to follow through with your thought, you 
automatically begin to energize it emotionally by becoming excited about 
the prospect. Emotions generate movement, see it as: “e” (energy) + 
motion = e-motion.  
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As you consciously consider the possibility of creating your thought into 
reality, you begin to charge it with a variety of emotions: excitement, 
happiness, anticipation, etc. The more positive emotional energy you 
place into your thoughts, the more likely it will happen. 

Everyone processes differently and each idea is unique. Thus at times 
you may quickly move through these processes; many are automatic. For 
instance, while you are in the grocery store, you see some brownies 
which makes you think of a friend you haven’t seen in over a year and 
how much she loved brownies. You decide to buy some brownies and 
take them by her house as a surprise. 

Other times, the process from initial thought to outcome takes more 
time, perhaps many years of duration. However, the more you keep an 
emotional charge of excitement and anticipation, the more likely the 
project will come to fruition no matter what obstacles happen along the 
way. 

CREATE THE INTENTION 
There may be several steps to take your initial thought and bring it into 
your reality. Take time to write down the anticipated steps and begin 
acting on them. Know that if anyone else is involved in this intention, 
they have the “free will” choice to participate or not. As an example, you 
may have your heart set on marrying a specific person, whether this 
person knows it or not. Yet, no amount of wishing, hoping, scheming or 
praying will make it happen if that person is not interested in you or 
does not know of your existence.  

However, if you set the intention to attract a mate with specific traits, 
then take steps to become the type of person that would be attractive to 
the other, you are more likely to be successful. For example, if you want 
a physically fit partner who is into vegan organic cooking, you are not 
likely to attract that person if you are an overweight couch potato and 
eat meat several times a week. 
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To set the intention process into motion, take time to get out of your 
“left brain” and come up with steps to reach your goal. Know that at 
anytime the plan may change, so be prepared to be adaptable. As you 
release fears and concerns that block your true desires, you will find that 
your range of possibilities increases. You may also find that your goal is 
no longer important or that you want to dream even bigger. This is a 
sign of progress from limited thinking to abundant thinking. Dream big, 
for all possibilities are available to you! 

There is an endless array of ways to set your intentions. You may write 
down your goals and steps to attain them. You could create a vision 
board that graphically or textually displays your goals. You can also set 
your intentions into objects or have symbolic objects that will 
consciously and unconsciously remind you of your goal each time you 
see or pass the objects. Let’s expand on that idea for a moment. 

SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS 
In the garden, home or anywhere, you can help to energize and let the 
Heavenly Helpers know you are serious about creating this idea by using 
objects to set your intentions. For example, your goal may be to buy a 
boat and sail to the Bahamas. You can set the intention by buying a 
photo of the type of boat you want and mounting it over your desk 
where you will see it often. You might purchase boating maps for the 
areas you wish to explore. Every time you see the photo or maps, you 
will be reminded of your goal.  
This effort shows the Heavenly Helpers that you are serious about this 
desire. You can then start saving money, applying for a financial loan or 
finding a sponsor or partner to make this a reality. Take whatever steps 
are necessary to make it happen. 

You can also use symbolic objects to manifest your intentions by using 
items such as gemstones, fabrics, specific scents, sounds or anything that 
will consciously, then subconsciously, energize the intention each time 
you come into contact with the object. 
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When you consciously place your intention into an object, then place the 
object in a specific manner, you create an energy field that says “make it 
happen.” Each time the object reminds you of your intention, that 
strengthens the resolve to make it happen. Over time, you may not 
consciously notice the object, yet subconsciously you are reminded of 
the intention.  

This can work both to your advantage and disadvantage. Once you no 
longer desire a specific goal, then you should “dismantle” the intention 
from the object and consider removing the object or re-programming a 
new intention into it. 

For example, let’s say your initial goal was to have a home on the beach 
and so you bought pictures of homes on the beach, beach scenes and 
placed seashells around the house. Then, as you released a few fears and 
dreamed a bigger dream, you decided that you would really love to have 
an organic farm instead. Then it is time to remove the beach scenes and 
hang photos of farms instead. You can still keep the seashells if you like 
them for their natural beauty or they can be re-energized with thoughts 
of vacationing at the beach. 

These are just some general ideas. Setting intentions with the use of 
objects is the main subject of my book, Feng Shui: Creating Places of Peace in 
the Home, Office and Garden. There you will find a myriad of suggestions 
and a deeper understanding of how to create your reality using the 
intentional process. 

Have fun creating! 
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Chapter Fifteen 

Creating Places of  Peace 

A “Place of Peace” is just that, an area where one can go to relax, pray 
and simply be. It is a place to get away from the normal routine and to 
connect deeper with Nature and other esoteric Be-ings. This can be in 
the form of a sitting area, an altar or a ceremonial site. It can be as 
simple as setting a specific stone or item with an intention or as 
elaborate as a site that includes mega-structures and impressive trees and 
shrubbery.  

First we will talk about labyrinths. These have been known to exist since 
antiquity. There is much speculation and debate over the original 
purpose of these sites and structures. However, as a Place of Peace, 
labyrinths can be used as a meditative device with the walker mindfully 
focusing on gratitude or specific prayers with each step along the Path to 
the center and then on the return to the exit. Labyrinths can be simple 
painted or stone pathways or more elaborate including shrubbery or 
structures and having as many loops as you feel intuited to create. 

A sacred hoop (medicine wheel) is another wonderful meditative tool 
that has been in use for centuries. The wheel can be small enough to fit 
on a tabletop or large enough to host a group for ceremony. Any 
substances can be used to mark the center, outer circle and spokes. You 
can determine how many spokes there will be. There are no set rules. 
Even in antiquity, the construction of the sites were different at each 
locale. 

A statue, waterfall, sundial, fire pit, altar, art form or empty space can be 
used as the focal point for an area set aside as a Place of Peace. Use 
them to set intentions for specific realities you would like to create or as 
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mementos of gratitude for blessings already received. They can include 
places to sit or lie for meditative contemplation. 

Consider setting an area aside to commemorate the Nature Spirits and 
other etheric helpers with statues, gemstones or natural substances. You 
can include fun and decorative items like birdhouses, fairy dwellings and 
gnome homes. You can also set an altar and add offerings from the 
garden as a way of saying “thank you” to the garden helpers.  

If you would like to entice wildlife, add water features such as birdbaths, 
waterfalls and ponds. Set out healthy snacks for the birds, bunnies and 
local fauna. You might want to have this location away from the garden, 
so as not to entice them into your growing area. Placing the wildlife area 
where you can watch them from inside your home or an outdoor sitting 
area will enhance your ability to enjoy their antics while creating a sense 
of inner peace.  

A good practice is to rise early and greet the morning sun. Many 
indigenous tribes throughout the world engage in this activity. Stand 
with palms open while facing the sun. Gaze into the sun for a few 
minutes just as it rises above the horizon. Have as much skin exposed as 
possible to absorb nutrients from the sun and bare your feet to connect 
with Mother Earth through your soles.  

Open your heart and give gratitude for the opportunity to have another 
day to experience life on Earth. Give thanks to your Creator, Heavenly 
Helpers and all of creation, even the difficult parts. Invite guidance for 
the day in order to set your priorities. Ask for assistance for any 
problems you are grappling with. Set your intentions for the day; then be 
on your way. 

If you participate in stretching exercises such as yoga or qi gong, create 
an outdoor area to do this, weather permitting. Seating areas for 
meditation, dining, relaxing and entertaining can be spread throughout 
the property, having some in the sun and others in the shade, 
surrounded by wild flowers. Consider memorial sites for loved ones that 
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have crossed over. They can be as simple as a memento, headstone or 
planting a tree or plant on the site. 

At the entrance to the garden, place a sign to remind people to set their 
concerns aside and enjoy this beautiful Place of Peace. It is best not to 
take chaotic energy into the garden so that the energies do not become 
absorbed in the soil or plants, especially those you will be ingesting. You 
can also ask for two Heavenly Helpers to remain at the entryway to help 
clear blocked energies of anyone who enters. Gemstones can also be 
added to enhance this intention. 

If you have a large yard or acreage, consider setting a section aside where 
humans do not enter. Allow flowers, grasses, weeds, trees to go 
untouched. Welcome the Wee Folks to dwell there and enjoy this sacred 
Place of Peace.  

Dream it! Visualize it! Create it! 
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Chapter Sixteen 

Dowsing in the Garden 

The art of dowsing has many practical applications in the planning, 
preparation and implementation of every aspect of gardening. Do not 
rely solely on dowsing results until you are proficient, which usually takes 
months to years of practice. 

First, let’s talk about “qi” or Life Force energy. Understanding and 
recognizing the flow of qi in your home, office and garden is the basic 
premise of feng shui. Although you cannot visually see this flow, know 
that it exists. You may notice some movement of qi such as when leaves 
move, papers ruffle and such. Places that funnel qi, such as long hallways 
and rows of trees and bushes creating a tunnel, speed the flow of qi. 
However, in most cases, the flow is subtle and naked to the human eye. 

Qi can become stagnant, unable to flow freely, when entering “dead 
spaces.” This happens often in corners, behind and under furniture and 
places where it encounters water or physical objects. Stagnant qi contains 
no life force; there is no oxygen to invigorate the space.  

The lack of energy creates a space where disease and death are inevitable 
for those spending a lot of time there. You’ve likely observed the results 
in ponds that are covered with green scum. When there is no aeration, 
plants and aquatic animals cannot survive and stagnation occurs.  

If you are an experienced dowser, you can use your pendulum or “L” 
rods to determine the flow of positive qi, as well as to find the flow of 
underground water currents. If you are new to dowsing,  

I suggest that you practice the following techniques for several months 
before relying on them. Your mind is a powerful thing and dowsing 
tools can easily be manipulated by belief codes and fears.  
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How do dowsing tools work? The human body in essence is a well-oiled 
electromagnetic machine. The body has an intricate electrical system 
similar to the electrical circuitry flowing through your house.  

When there is no disruption to the flow, the current is strong. However 
where there are blockages, which can be caused by trauma, stress, 
dehydration, belief codes and other factors, the flow can be blocked or 
disrupted.  

In order to get the most accurate results from your dowsing, several 
things should happen first. Most important is to be hydrated. Try 
starting your car with a battery that has no water in it, there just isn’t 
enough juice to get the motor running. The same is true with the human 
body. Whenever you feel tired or run down, drink purified water to help 
rejuvenate yourself.  

Timing is another important consideration before pulling out your 
dowsing tools. If you are stressed over a situation and unable to put it 
“on hold,” it will likely divert your attention and possibly give you crazy 
answers, especially if the topic of your dowsing questions is related to 
the emotional situation you are dealing with.  

For that reason, always begin by asking your tool, “Can I dowse at this 
time? May I dowse at this time? Should I dowse at this time?” If you get 
a “no” answer to any of these questions, drink several ounces of water, 
settle your emotions and then ask the questions again. Once you get a 
“yes” to all three questions, then you are ready to begin. 

This leads us to belief codes. Dowsing tools work as an extension of the 
human body. They are not to be used to foretell future events or to 
meddle into the affairs of others. They will only give you “hear and 
now” answers to questions that your body is capable of giving.  

Fine tuning your ability to ask questions in a proper format is essential. 
Oftentimes, people will make statements, waiting for a “yes, no or 
maybe” answer when in reality, they haven’t placed the request in a 
question format. Often multiple questions are asked in one request, thus 
muddling the effects of the answer.  
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Another thing to consider is time. The answer you receive may be good 
for that exact moment, but can change in the next moment, day, week, 
etc. This often happens when a person changes belief codes or 
vanquishes a fear.  

Once you clear your energy field of a negative thought or emotion, 
whether for the moment or for eternity, the response to a question may 
no longer be relevant. For this reason, it is suggested to begin with 
questions you know are true, such as, “Is my name Sally? Do I have a 
dog?” Practice! Practice! Practice! 

USING L-RODS IN THE GARDEN 

Let’s begin with L-rods. I find them the easiest and most accurate way to 
follow the flow of water and qi energy. L-rods are made of metal, shaped 
like the letter “L.” Copper is a good metal to use since it is an excellent 
electrical conduit.  

L-rods can also be easily made from coat hangers. All you need is a 
sturdy piece of metal 6-18” in length. Bend them at a 90 degree angle, 
with enough on the short end to be able to hold loosely and comfortably 
in the hand, with the rest of the rod facing away from the body.  

I like to use L-rods that have a copper sheath handle so that I can firmly 
grip the sheath, while allowing the rods to flow freely. They can be 
purchased online or check for a dowsing group that meets in your area.  
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Loosely hold the short end of the L-rod in your hands, allowing the long 
length of the rods to be pointing away from your body. Be sure not to 
hold too tightly, especially if your rods do not have a sheath covering.  

Hold the rods in such a way that they are perpendicular from your body. 
If they are pointing too high, they will fall backwards and point 
downwards due to gravity. If you point them too far downwards, it will 
affect the true reading.  

Practice walking around, asking the rods to point straight ahead, as 
illustrated by (A) below. This could take several attempts. Be patient and 
allow yourself time to learn this skill. 

 

Once you are able to walk freely with the rods, you can begin to practice 
asking them for answers. Program your rods so that a “yes” answer is 
shown by the rods moving towards each other, forming an “X,.” as 
pictured by (C) above. A “no” answer is demonstrated by having the 
rods move away from each other, as shown by (B).  

When following the flow of qi, initially your rods will be straight ahead. 
If they splay apart, like (B), this means that the flow has split into 
different directions. 
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The intensity of the answer may be shown by the force of movement, as 
well as the spread of the rods, in some instances. At times when there is 
a very strong answer, the rods may actually whirl in your hands. A 
“maybe” answer or an indication that the question was unclear is often 
represented by a slight wavering of the rods, while pointing straight out 
from the body. 

In relation to gardening and following the flow of qi, you may all kinds 
of questions. “Are there any areas of stagnation in this area? Show me 
where there are pockets of stagnant qi in this space.” You can walk 
around, following the way the rods lead you. When they cross, making 
an “x,” then you know you have located the stagnant area(s).  

Following the qi with rods can be tricky, because only the strongest of 
the flow will go in “straight” lines. Generally there will be swirls of 
energy as it bounces off objects and other angles of qi. If you get to 
areas where the rods separate like a “no” answer, it is likely that the qi 
has split and is flowing in opposing directions. 

Qi is not just wind and air movement. It is energy and can be affected by 
objects holding memories, thoughtforms and experiences. It is also the 
life force of humans, plants and animals that emit unbalanced or 
negative qi if they are unhealthy.  

Qi is pure energy and can be affected if emotional events such as 
ceremonies, suicides or people have left imprints there. This is also the 
case for hauntings in which entities are earthbound in the space. There 
are ways to clear these imprints through rituals and applying feng shui 
principles.  

You will want to remedy these situations. You can do this during the 
Coning Session by asking guidance from the Team. Perhaps you will 
need to move something or perhaps the area is stagnant because it was 
used as a dump for several years. Maybe a plant or waterfall will increase 
the oxygen flow in a pond. Be creative and make it fun. 
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L-Rods are especially useful when plotting specific areas such as 
placement of beds, directional flow of elements such as pathways and 
locating places for specific sites and objects. They can also be helpful to 
discover subterranean elements such as water flow and dense matter 
such as lava flows. 

To map out the pathways in your garden, hold the rods in your hands, 
then ask the Coning Team to show you the route. Then follow the rods. 
I am right handed and follow the pull of the right rod. You can do the 
same, or follow the pull of the left rod if your left hand is dominant. I 
feel like Hansel and Gretel when I am dowsing pathways, for I walk 
along, following the direction in which the L-rods point and drop poker 
chips periodically as I map out the paths. 

HOW TO USE A PENDULUM 

Pendulums have a practical use for map dowsing, asking questions 
during Garden Coning Sessions and to easily find numbers, percentages 
and probabilities.  

Pendulums work on the same premise as L-rods. They are like an 
extension of the body’s electrical circuit coming from the hands. 
Although you can use something as simple as a threaded needle for a 
pendulum, you will get better conductivity if you use a pendulum with a 
metal chain and medium to heavy weight bobber.  

If you plan to use a pendulum to chart your garden space, keep in mind 
that a heavier bobber is less likely to be affected by the wind when used 
outdoors. 

Hold the pendulum in your dominant hand, pinching the chain between 
your pointer finger and thumb. The distance between the fingers and 
bobber should be about 3-5 inches. Hold the other three fingers away 
from each other, not allowing them to touch each other. They will act as 
antennas, helping the pendulum to sway freely.  
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Program every pendulum you use to flow in the same direction for each 
answer. I prefer to have a “yes” answer swing straight out, to and from 
my body, similar to the direction of my heading nodding “yes.” I 
program a “no” answer to sway back and forth, similar to the head 
movement most commonly used to mean “no.”  

 

Whenever my pendulum does something different than these directions, 
I know that I may have stated the question in an unanswerable format. It 
could mean “maybe” or that I need to ask some follow-up questions. I 
have also programmed my pendulums to use diagonal swings for 
statistical questions using an imaginary line as the baseline. 

I find the pendulum to be especially useful during Coning Sessions. 
When I am initially calling in the Heavenly Helpers, I hold my pendulum 
in my right hand and cup my left hand underneath, palm up. This is my 
favorite way of using the pendulum.  

While I call in the Deva, I ask the pendulum to go around in a circle 
until the connection is made. Once the connection is made, the 
pendulum will stop. I repeat this action as I call in all of the other Team 
members. When I close the Coning Session, I ask the pendulum to show 
me a “yes” when the connection is broken. 
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In Chapter Five, I mentioned how I use dowsing tools when planning 
the garden and landscape. You can ask a myriad of gardening questions 
using your pendulum. For accuracy, I follow my gut reaction and 
intuition, especially if I receive a surprise answer or if something does 
not feel right.  

Again, I suggest practicing several months before relying on the answers 
you receive from dowsing tools. Also, if you have been an avid user of 
Ouija boards or dabbled in Satanism, know that ornery spirits can 
sometimes come through dowsing tools and play havoc with you.  

To avoid this, “program” your dowsing tools by asking for protection, 
allowing only your body’s inner knowing or specific entities to affect the 
tools. I always add, “Only what is in the highest good for all concerned, 
gracefully” to my programming, as well. 

BODY SWAYING 

Body swaying is an easy, quick and hands-free method to obtain simple 
“yes” and “no” answers. Holding specific seeds to your heart, you can 
ask if the seeds you are about to plant are still vibrant and an endless 
array of other questions.  

Before ingesting the fruits of your labor, you can ask your body if the 
food is healthy for you. Just because you grew it, doesn’t mean that you 
might not be allergic to it.  

Like all forms of dowsing, the body swaying method is most accurate 
when one is hydrated and emotionally centered. It can be used to 
determine any “yes” or “no” answer, especially ones pertaining to your 
body and health issues. 

This method can also be used while shopping. Like finger kinesiology, 
no one is likely to even notice what you are doing, unlike the stares you 
can expect to receive if you pull a pendulum out of your pocket!  
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Begin by standing firmly with your legs about shoulder distant apart. Ask 
your body to sway forward for a “yes” answer or to sway backward for a 
“no” answer. The motion is very subtle. You don’t want to land on your 
nose or tush if your body knocks you off balance. 

Pick up the grocery or vitamin product you are consider purchasing. Ask 
your body if this specific product is healthy for you. When I am 
considering buying a nutritional supplement, I will do this with each 
brand and then select the one that feels intuitively best from all of the 
“yes” answers. In reference to gardening, you can use body swaying for 
any “yes” or “no” answer. Just make sure you are balanced, standing on 
level ground.  

FINGER KINESIOLOGY 

Kinesiology is an excellent form of communication, especially when 
tuning into one’s own physical body. Finger kinesiology is a quick and 
easy method to use and can replace the use of pendulums on windy days. 
Many answers can readily be found using this method. This is also a 
quick method to determine the peak time to harvest a specific fruit or 
veggie.  

The following is an excerpt from my book, Mayan Messages: Daily Guide to 
Self-Empowerment. 

Kinesiology has been in use for centuries, having many applications. 
Kinesiology is  a method of communication between your body and 
your Higher Self. The following method is simple. You can do it yourself 
and it can be used without drawing attention to yourself when in public.  

Like any tool, the more you practice, the more proficient you will 
become. Before dowsing, remember to drink plenty of water and clear 
your mind of chatter and be centered or else your answers may be 
skewed.  
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On your subordinate hand, touch the tip of your thumb to the tip of 
your little finger on the same hand, this will close the electrical circuit in 
your hand. 

To test the circuit, place the thumb and pointer finger of your dominant 
hand inside the circle you created with the thumb and little finger of 
your subordinate hand. The remaining three fingers on each of your 
hands act as antennas. Be sure they do not touch each other. 

Ask yourself a question that you know can be answered with a “yes.” 
Using equal pressure, try to pull the thumb and little finger apart, using 
the thumb and pointer finger of your dominant hand.  Press the inner 
thumb against the outer thumb while pressing the index finger against 
the little finger. 

 

“Yes”                                  “No” 
Circuit Remains Strong             Circuit is Broken 

If the answer to the question is “yes,” it will be difficult to pull the circuit 
fingers apart. Your body’s muscles remain strong when standing in their 
truth. However, answers that are not truthful weaken the muscles and 
the finger circuit will easily come apart.  
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Practice asking yourself “yes” and “no” questions that you know the 
answer to. Observe the difference between positive and negative 
answers. Notice how the muscles remain strong when the answers are 
true and weaken when the answers are false. 

This method of kinesiology can be used in many applications. While  in 
the store, you can focus on an item while using finger kinesiology.  You 
can ask, “Is it in my best interest to use this product?”  

You can also ask for dosages. “How many of these vitamin C tablets 
should I take today? How many times today should I take them? Should 
I take them with a meal or on an empty stomach?” 

Your body will respond using the data it has stored from your lifetime of 
experiences, innately knowing what is best for you, so questions related 
to health are appropriate. However, it does operate off your current 
belief codes, thus your fears may override what is best for you. For this 
reason, it is good to release negative thoughtforms and habits that keep 
you locked into limiting patterns. 

Research ways to use kinesiology and practice before using it as a reliable 
source of information. This is not a tool to be used to foretell  future 
events.  

Your emotions can skew the results, so always be hydrated, emotionally 
centered and ask these three questions before you begin, “Can I use this 
tool? May I use this tool? Should I use this  tool?” 

In the garden, finger kinesiology is especially helpful on days that are too 
windy to get an accurate reading with a pendulum or L-rods. Also, it’s 
quite easy to forget where you left your pendulum or L-rod, but you can 
usually find your fingers at the end of your arms! 

Similar to the pendulum, you can ask a myriad of questions using 
kinesiology. When creating your garden or landscape, you can map out 
each planting bed, ask how many seeds to plant, how often to water. 
Any question that can be answered with a “yes” or “no” answer.  
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You can also ask for numbers such as, “How many seeds to plant in this 
hole.” 1? 2? 3?” For larger numbers, you can whittle the answer down by 
using ranges of numbers. For example, “How many rows of corn should 
I plant in order to yield around 500 ears? 1-100? 1-50? Less than 50? 
More than  20?”  

For more information on dowsing, I suggest reading Letter to Robin: A 
Mini-Course in Pendulum Dowsing by Walt Woods. This small booklet can 
be downloaded freely at http://www.lettertorobin.org/Home.html 
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Appendix A 

Devas and Nature Spirits 

DEVAS  
“The word “Deva” (day’-vuh) in Sanskrit, means “shining one.” Devas 
oversee almost every aspect of physical creation. They are omnipresent 
and exist in a reality connected with but not part of our own. They 
interact and have mutual energetic impact with us every day.  

The Devic Kingdom contains countless numbers of Be-ings. They have 
been responsible for creating and maintaining the blueprints for all 
natural forces, forms, laws and processes including solar, planetary and 
interplanetary. Before anything comes into existence on a physical Realm 
such as Earth, it is first created and tested in the Realm where the Devas 
reside. 

They created the architectural patterns that maintain order, organization, 
and vitality. Nothing can exist in this world of form without the direct 
supervision of a Deva and a Devic plan behind it. They ensure that all 
work is balanced and in accordance with the natural laws of the physical 
dimension.  

The Devic realm is organized like a large corporation, each operating 
within their own specialties. Generally, there is an Overlighting Deva 
that oversees a given team or project. For example, there are thousands 
of specialized “Healing Devas” with an Overlighting Deva over each 
specific form of emotional, physical, or energy healing such as the 
Overlighting Deva of Psychotherapy, Massage or Reiki.  

HOME AND OFFICE DEVAS 
You can work with various Devas to keep all in harmony in your home 
and office. The Devas are masters of Feng Shui; call on them when you 
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are ready to take notice of all the items in your home for best placement 
to create a healthy energetic flow of qi.  

They can help balance inhospitable energies such as ley lines, 
underground waterways and negative imprints left by others, including 
former residents, houseguests and ghosts. 

Call on these Devas to clear bedding after you have had overnight guests 
or a general clearing after you have had large gatherings or visitors with 
“interesting” energies. 

OVERLIGHTING DEVA OF THE PROPERTY 
Devas can assist with the entire process of the garden, from inception to 
completion, from planting through harvest.  

The Overlighting Deva of the Property watches over your entire 
property and can be invoked to help keep your home and yard peaceful, 
balanced and “safe.” By tuning in often, you can work together to keep 
all in harmony and to clear any adverse energies.  

OVERLIGHTING DEVA OF THE GARDEN 
Work with this Deva on every aspect of the garden including placement 
of planting areas, creating charts, soil preparation, when and where to 
place each seed or plant, when to transplant, weed, fertilize, prune, 
harvest and with anything else associated with the garden. Before 
weeding, ask the Devas if it is best to keep these weeds or grow specific 
plants to feed the insects that will otherwise chomp on your edibles. 

DEVA OF THE INSECT REALM 
Ask the Devas to help you understand the symbiotic relationship 
between the insects in your garden and their function. Many “pests” are 
actually beneficial. Under no circumstances use toxic herbicides, 
insecticides or pesticides or else the Devas will not work with you and 
the elementals will leave your space.  
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DEVA OF RACCOONS, SKUNKS, MICE, ETC.  
Each genre of animal, plant and mineral has its own Deva. Call on their 
individual Devas to help set parameters and resolve issues. They can 
assist you in learning to directly communicate with each other. 
Remember in most cases, the animals were here first and you are 
encroaching on the realm of their ancestors. Human superiority is 
repugnant to most species. 

NATURE SPIRITS 
Nature Spirits traditionally work in close partnership with the Devas and 
are actually part of the Devic Kingdom. The Devas create the blueprint 
or the plan and the Nature Spirits take the plan and put it into action. 
They are the workers and caretakers of form on this plane of existence.  

Pan is the Overlighting Deva of the Nature Kingdom. His name in 
Greek means ‘all, everything, or all encompassing.’ All Nature Spirits 
except Pan are regional. Rather than trying to figure out which Nature 
Spirit to invoke during a Coning Session, call on Pan and he will enlist 
the aid of the appropriate helpers for the task at hand.  

Nature Spirits take the blueprint of the plant and bring it into form. 
Each plant genre has its own caretakers that oversee its development 
from seed to maturity, such as the Deva of Irises. I have wonderful 
results when I consciously seek advice and ask assistance from these Be-
ings.  

When you clearly connect with Nature Spirits, you can ask them to help 
make the plants larger than normal, yield more and to nudge you when 
the plant needs attention, such as water or fertilizer. You can also ask the 
Nature Spirits to assist with blessing the water you use for irrigation and 
to help with any diseased plants. 

Historically, many cultures have been aware of these Be-ings. Some 
other names that Nature Spirits are known by include the elementals: 
gnomes (earth), undines(water), sylphs(air) and salamanders(fire). Other 
Nature Spirits include but are not limited to fairies, fauns, elves, trolls 
and leprechauns.  
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Appendix B 

Moon Cycle Charts 

PLANTING IN HARMONY WITH MOON CYCLES 

Planting by the moon cycles has been in existence for eons. Each week 
during the Coning Session, I use the Moon Cycle Planting Chart on the 
following page which was created by Arizona organic farmer, 
Thunderfoot. I like the layout of these charts for their ease of use and  
commonsense approach.  

SEASONAL PLANTING CHART 

Created by Thunderfoothttp://theresacrabtree.wordpress.com 
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One moon cycle takes approximately 29.55 Earth days, broken into 
quarters about a week in length. Starting at the bottom with the New 
Moon, follow the arrows up to the intersection of both circles. This is 
the first quarter of the moon cycle and is the best time to plant and 
harvest leafy plants such as lettuce and chard. It is also a good time to 
plant flowers whose leaves will be used for tea and medicinal purposes. 

The second quarter of the moon begins at the intersection of the two 
circles, with the rising energies moving counterclockwise until it reaches 
the apex, the full moon. As you visualize this upwards migration, it helps 
to remember this is a good week to plant and harvest upright plants such 
as corn, okra and cardoon. This is also a good week to plant and harvest 
vines and plants whose seeds are produced inside the fruit such as 
squash and melons. 

It is suggested not to plant on the Full Moon nor the week following. 
The third quarter is a good time to prune, pull weeds and unwanted 
woody plants. It is also a good time to build soil, work the compost pile 
and any other garden chores that need attention. 

The fourth quarter begins from the intersection of the two circles and 
descends to the New Moon. This descension is a helpful reminder to 
plant and harvest veggies that grow down, such as root crops like 
turnips, beets and carrots. It is also the optimal week to transplant 
biennials, perennials, trees and shrubs. Then, start all over again! 
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MOON CYCLE PLANTING CHART 
Created by Thunderfoothttp://theresacrabtree.wordpress.com 
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Appendix C 

Garden Coning Session Dialogue 

For continuity, it is recommended to open each Session in a similar 
manner, calling in the four Nature Intelligence representatives in the 
same order beginning with your Higher Self, then the Overlighting 
Devas of the specific project under discussion, Pan and the appropriate 
members of the Brotherhood of Light. 

Start by taking several deep breaths to get into a relaxed state of be-ing. 
Letting go of the concerns of the day, well up feelings of love and 
gratitude. When ready, state: “I wish to open a Coning Session.” 

Sample Dialogue to Open a Garden Coning Session 

“I would like to open a Coning Session.” Wait 10 seconds. During this 
time, take a few deep breaths and well up a feeling of love in your heart. 
This will increase your vibrational frequency, making it a closer match to 
those you are calling in. Then with a pendulum, kinesiology or sense of 
“knowing,” wait until you feel ready to begin. 

“I would like to open a stronger connection with my Higher Self (your 
connection to God/Source).” Wait 10 seconds. Test for the connection 
and thank him/her for coming. 

“I would like to connect with the Overseeing Deva of this property. 
Wait 10 seconds. Test for the connection and thank him/her for 
coming. 

“I would like to connect with the Overseeing Deva of the garden.” Wait. 
Test. Thank. 

“I would like to connect with Pan.” Wait 10 seconds. Test for the 
connection and thank him for coming. 
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“I would like to connect with the Brotherhood of Light.” Wait 10 
seconds. Test for the connection and thank him/her for coming. 

“I would like to connect with any Ancient Ancestors residing on this 
land.” Wait. Test. Thank. **Please note that at times, the Ancient Ones 
are not happy with what has been done to the land.  

Some have attitudes and may need to be calmed and have an 
understanding of your purpose on the land before they will work with 
you. In this case, ask for the Coning team members to help mediate.  

Do not get caught up with gender related words (him/her), for in many 
Realms, there is no differentiation between male and female, even 
though their energy may have a masculine or feminine feel to it. 

Next, state the intention of the Garden Coning Session and invite those 
in attendance to invoke any other Be-ings they feel should be at the 
meeting. Remember they cannot read your mind, so be specific and 
focused on just one garden issue at a time. 

The Garden Coning Session 

Using your notes, begin by asking your first question. Remain on one 
topic until all information has been imparted. Unless your telepathic 
communications are highly involved, talk out loud for better 
communication. Human brains are highly active and the chances that 
you are getting an answer to the wrong question will occur less often.  

Clearly state the problem. Ask questions in a format that can easily be 
answered with a "yes," "no" or "need more information" response. If 
you are asking for a specific solution, ask what steps will most likely help 
you to attain your goals. Set your parameters, including what is for your 
highest good and for the highest good of all involved, gracefully. You 
can also set other practical parameters such as cost, size, effort, time 
constraints, etc. 
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If you are skilled with dowsing, you can use a pendulum, L-rod, 
kinesiology, intuition or other tools during the dialogue. 

Before closing the Session, ask those in attendance if they would like to 
address any other needs in the garden.  

Closing the Garden Coning Session 

If you need a break during the Session, tell the team that you need to do 
so. After you finish your break, announce that the break is over. You 
may feel a shift in the intensity of the energy when you end the break 
and when you resume the Coning. For breaks over an hour, it is best to 
close the Session and re-open it when you are ready to resume. 

It is very important to formally close the Session. First, it’s just plain 
rude if you don’t. Would you host a conference without formally ending 
the meeting and leave without saying "thank you" or "good-bye?" 
Closing the Session is also important because you have set up an energy 
link with each member. Without cutting this connection, your energy can 
be drained. If you find yourself unduly tired within the next 48 hours, it 
could be that you forgot to formally close the Session. Don't be overly 
concerned, because the link will dissipate on its own. 

Sample Dialogue to Close a Coning Session 

To close a Coning Session, it is recommended to disconnect in the 
backwards order that you called the representatives in. This way it is less 
likely to forget anyone. In addition, continuity in the communication 
helps with clarity. 

“I thank the Ancient Ones who were in attendance for your assistance. I 
ask to disconnect at this time.” Wait 10 seconds, then verify with a 
pendulum, kinesiology or your intuition that the disconnection was 
made. 
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“I thank all members of the Brotherhood of Light that are in attendance. 
I ask to disconnect at this time.” Wait 10 seconds, then verify with 
kinesiology that the disconnection was made. 

“I thank Pan and all other Nature Spirits in attendance for your 
assistance. I ask to disconnect at this time.” Wait 10 seconds. Test. 

If you invited several specific Devas, you can take a shortcut by thanking 
all of the members of the Devic Realm that are in attendance and ask to 
disconnect at this time. Wait 10 seconds. Test. 

“I thank my Higher Self for your assistance and wish to resume a normal 
connection at this time.” Wait 10 seconds. Test. 

During Coning Sessions, there is an enormous amount of energy 
expended. Be sure to drink at least one full glass of water afterwards. If 
you are craving sweets or feeling hungry, eat some protein to rebalance. 

Next, act on the advice you were given. If any answers or suggestions 
don't feel right, you have the free will choice whether or not to follow 
through. If you need clarity on any topic, make a note to ask more 
questions during your next Garden Coning Session or prayer time. 
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Appendix D 

Planting Chart 

Below is an example of a Planting Chart to keep track of garden 
activities.  

YEAR ______               PLANTING CHART              PAGE ______  
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The following describes each section of the Planting Chart. 

PLANT 
First, decide which plants you intend to grow. List them alphabetically 
on the Planting Chart. You may want to create a separate chart for 
annuals, perennials (including trees and shrubs) and flowers. 

BED 
This signifies the area where each plant will be grown. During the weekly 
planning Garden Coning Sessions, ask the Nature Intelligences the best 
location for each plant. They are not mind readers, so you will have to 
make some decisions in order to receive good feedback. 

The garden maps are useful for this purpose when the entire garden is 
mapped out with each having a reference number (page 1,2, 3...) and 
each bed having a name (A,B,C...). Also mark other features such as 
paths, birdbaths, greenhouse, sheds, composting area, ceremonial sites, 
exercise and seating areas on the map. This helps the Nature 
Intelligences know how you plan to use each area and keeps a log of 
where everything will be located. 

Tell them how much yield you would like to receive from each. For 
example, let them know that your family eats about 10 carrots a week 
throughout the year and that you would also like to store about 50 
pounds at harvest time. The Nature Intelligences may then suggest that 
you plant 50 - 60 seeds in beds 4 & 6. They also may suggest that you 
continue to plant more throughout the season (succession) in various 
locations. 

SOIL TEMP 
This section records the suggested soil temperature for seeding or 
transplanting each specific plant. Often if a seed is planted when the soil 
is cooler than recommended, the plant will suffer and be stunted 
throughout its life cycle. 

PLANT DATE (I/O) T 
This is where you can record the suggested time frame to plant and 
transplant seeds in each specific location. 
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I = Indoor seed planting for early start in a greenhouse 

O = Outdoor, sow seeds directly in the bed 

T = Transplant 

FROST TOLERANCE 
I use this information to create a special Frost Tolerance Chart similar to 
the one shown in Appendix E. Listing the plants by temperature, rather 
than alphabetically, creates an easy reference when temperatures are 
expected to drop. A quick glance will show which plants need to be 
brought in, covered or otherwise protected. 

SOIL pH 
This section records the recommended pH of the soil for each individual 
plant. There are inexpensive soil pH testers available, however a 
laboratory analysis is preferable. Some areas have agricultural extensions 
that will test for free or a small fee. 

SUCCESS?  
Succession planting for this purpose refers to planting the same crop at 
different intervals instead of all at once. Thus having plants maturing at 
staggered times, establishing a continuous harvest over an extended 
period. Radishes, lettuce and other salad greens are common crops for 
this approach. 

“Y” = Yes      “N” = No 

FERTILIZE 
Record fertilization dates and what product you used. 

NOTES 
This is where I keep track of special needs of the plants, reminders for 
myself and questions for the next Coning Session. Once I have 
completed the task, I add it to my weekly journal. 

The following blank Planting Chart can be copied for your use. 
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PLANTING CHART 

        YEAR ________                                                                               PAGE ________ 

Plant Bed Soil 
Temp 

Plant 
Date 
(I/O) T 

Frost 
Tolerance 

Soil  
pH 

Success Fertilize 
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PLANTING CHART 

        YEAR ________                                                                               PAGE ________ 
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Appendix E 

Frost Tolerance Chart 

Each year, this chart can be updated by adding or deleting whatever you 
have planted. Keep it posted on the wall or in your garden journal for 
easy reference. The chart is organized by air temperature. As cooler 
weather approaches, keep an eye on the current night temperatures for 
ease in knowing what plants may need special attention. 
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Frost Tolerance Chart 
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Frost Tolerance Chart 

PLANT FROST  TOLERANCE 
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Appendix F 

Planting Guide Sample 

WATERMELON  (WTR) 

ROOT DEPTH:  2 ½ - 3 FEET 

GUILD COMPANIONS:  Bush green beans 

FROST TOLERANCE:  Spring and fall frosts will kill the plant. They 
thrive in hot weather. Their growth will slow to a crawl during cold 
nights. Provide plenty of protection for your tender seedlings. Use 
hotcaps or coldframes on cool nights or when frost is a possibility. 

A fall frost will not damage the fruit and it can still be harvested.  

PLANTING DATES:  May 1 - June 1 

DAYS TO MATURITY:  80 to 90 days for baby bush varieties, and 90 
to 100 days or more for the larger varieties. Peak season June – August. 

YIELD:  8 to 40 pounds per 10-foot row, more if trellised. 10 to 15 
pounds per person. 

VARIETIES/ PURCHASING:  Short-season varieties 'Garden Baby' 

PROBLEMS:  Cucumber beetles will rob the plant of nutrients, eat 
pollen, and spread plant disease. A variety of other pests will also enjoy 
the watermelon plants.  

A wide variety of viruses and fungi can affect your crop. Of particular 
note is powdery and downy mildews. Maintaining a healthy plant is the 
first step in disease control. This includes weeding, pruning and proper 
spacing to allow good air circulation, especially in wet and humid 
weather. Fungicides can be effective, if used early.  
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Watermelons are prone to fusarium wilt, especially in the north. To 
avoid it, rotate crops each year, plant disease-resistant varieties, and sow 
radishes in your melon patch - they deter cucumber beetles, which 
transmit the disease.  

Poor flavor and lack of sweetness may be due to poor fertility, low levels 
of potassium, magnesium or boron in the soil or harvesting before the 
melon is ripe. Poor growth can be caused by cool temperatures, wet 
weather, a poorly adapted variety or loss of leaves from disease. Poor 
pollination may be caused by wet, cool weather, lack of bee pollinators 
and planting too close resulting in excessive vegetative growth. A heavy 
rain when melons are ripening may cause the fruit to split open.  

STORAGE:  Watermelons do not ripen after picking.  Refrigerate 
whole melons up to 4 days.  Refrigerate cut fruit in a covered container 
or tightly wrapped for up to 3 days. 

Keeps well for 3-5 months if kept at medium-cool (40 to 50º F), moist 
(80 to 85% relative humidity) conditions. 

SEED SAVING TECHNIQUES:  Melons have male and female 
flowers on each vine. Bees must carry pollen from flower to flower to 
insure good fruit. If you want to save seeds for next year, grow only one 
variety: all watermelons cross-pollinate freely.  Seeds can be saved about 
5 years. 

MISC:  Fruit in contact with soil may develop rotten spots or damage 
by insects on the bottom. Place a board or a couple inches of light 
mulching material such as sawdust or straw beneath each fruit when it is 
nearly full-sized. Placing newly developing fruit on a buried tin can with 
the ends cut out will promote ripening. 

WATERING:  Critical watering period: when flowering and fruiting  
Watermelon plants like lots of water (an inch a week). Be sure to add 
water during dry spells. Keep the soil moist at all times.  
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FERTILIZING:  Fertilize regularly. Use a high nitrogen fertilizer until 
flowers form. Then switch to a high phosphorous and potassium 
fertilizer. Consider using liquid fertilizers and foliar feeding. 

PLANT SEEDLINGS INDOORS WEEKS EARLY:  3-4 
weeksRequires special care to transplant and only after it has its first two 
true leaves. 

SEED PLANTING DEPTH:  ½ - 1” 

SPACING BETWEEN PLANTS:  Watermelon hills should be 6 to 
10 feet apart, and rows 7 to 10 feet apart if a path is desired between 
rows.  

pH:  6.0 to 7.5 

SOIL TEMP:  70-95 F 

DAYS TO GERMINATE:  7-10 

SOIL:  Light, sandy, fertile loam that is well-drained yet retains 
moisture.  

PLANTING INSTRUCTIONS:  Watermelons are heavy feeders. 

Prepare the soil well at planting time, even if you've added plenty of 
organic matter earlier. For each plant, dig a hole two feet in diameter and 
a foot deep, and add at least a shovelful of compost or well-cured 
manure and a trowel or two of bone meal.  

Apply a thick organic mulch to hold in moisture, deter weeds and keep 
the melons clean as they grow.  

Sow watermelon seeds in hills or rows. Sow three to four seeds per hill, 
4 to 6 inches apart. Space the hills 6 to 10 feet apart, if you have room. 
Thin to two seedlings after they grow the first two true leaves. 
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HARVEST:  Note the dates when the plants are in full bloom; 
watermelons should be ready to pick about 35 days later.  

Become familiar with the variety being grown to determine the best 
stage for harvesting. Signs include cessation of growth, yellowing of the 
underside and when the stem shrivels near the base of the fruit. 

Cut melons with 2 inches of stem remaining. Thumping a mature melon 
produces a hollow sound.  
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Appendix G 

Garden Journal 

Keeping a Garden Journal is invaluable. Not only does it help to 
remember planting dates, but where everything was.  

You can also keep track of fertilizing and pruning schedules and all those 
extra things that are easy to forget.  

When it is planting season, I find it especially helpful to use 
Thunderfoot’s Moon Cycle Chart to decide the best dates for planting 
the various seeds, transplanting and pruning.  

On the top of the weekly chart, I note that week's current moon cycle.  

I log the date, what I planted and how many seeds per hole, that way I 
can see how well the seeds germinated. 

I also make note of special events such as the first frost, last freeze, dates 
fruit trees bloomed, etc.  

I keep a separate notebook for my “to do” reminders and questions for 
the Team during the next Coning Session.  

Keep things as simple as possible so that you don’t overwhelm yourself. 
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SAMPLE GARDEN JOURNAL 

NEW MOON: May 3 
Sunday, May 3 – 9 

Time to plant leafy vegetables 
and herbs and plants that 
have seeds outside their fruit. 

2ND QUARTER MOON 
Sunday, May 10 – 16 

Time to plant upright and 
harvest plants like corn and 
okra and to plant flowers. 
Also a good time to plant and 
harvest plants that grow their 
seeds inside the fruit. 

5/3  
Prep beds for this week 

5/04:  
Plant 3 rows lettuce, 8 each 

5/5:  
Transplant 12 strawberry 

5/6  
Plant basil, thyme sage 

5/7  
Plant 7 lemon balm, 3 in hole 

5/8  
Bought fruit trees 

5/9  
Finished herb garden 

5/10:  
Plant 8 rows Corn,  5 seeds 

5/11:  
8 watermelon,  
2 crookneck squash,  
6 tomatoes 

5/13  
2 row okra, 5 seeds 

5/14  
10 okra, 5 seeds 

5/15  
Flowers all over 

5/16  
More flowers for bees 

 



 

GARDEN JOURNAL 

DATE ____________                       MOON CYCLE ____________ 

 



 

   

If  perchance we Merry Meet, 
A Bubble Bee Blessing will be my greet! 

 


